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PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. FABRUARY 23: 1907.

Clint B. Leigh Killed
FURTHER EFFORT
in Railroad Accident MADE BY SHERIFF
Crushed to Death When Cars
Break Loose on a Mountain Side in the State of
Utah

ON A LEGISLATIVE JUNKET

t

Details of Affair in Which a

for A year. He returned to Kentucky
and was editor of the Oweneboro
Messenger for several years. He
came to Paducah again in 1891 and
was connected
with
the Paducah
Dispatch, a paper conducted for a
short while by the late James P.
Thompson. After the Dispatch went
out of existence he returned to the
Owensboro Messenger.
In May, 1896, he established the
Register with his brother, Edward 0.
Leigh and James E. Wilhelm, The
Messrs. Leigh held their interest in
the paper only a short while, and
Clinton Leigh went to St. Louis,and
was connected with the St Louis
Journal, which had a brief existence.
He went from there to Louisville and
was employed in an editorial capacity on several of the Louisville papers.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

THE VENTRILOQUIST!

PRESIDENT'S
POLICY PUBLIC

Required to Comply With Law
of Delinquent Taxes.

Tells lois 0.1 Corporate
Control to Harvard
Students

Fiscal Court Deducts $23,000 From
Ills Report—Poor House
Committee.

STATE ISSUES DISCUSSED

SHERWY ASKS PAY FOR BOOK.

la Speech Before Harvard Union Ile
'Fiscal court resumed their session
this morning at li o'clock and a
Dais With Responsibilities
basis of settlement with Sheriff Jelin
and Newspaper Man Loses
of College Men
Ogilvie was agreed upon. $23,000
was deducted from his original reLife
port of $73.004, on the delinquent tax
He again returned to Owensboro list. The court decided that suffiMOST CAREFULLY PREPARED ADDRESS
and was editor of the Messenger, un- cient ellerts had not been made to
THREE OTHER BAD WRECKS til he went to Salt Lake in the find personal property to satisfy that
spring of 1901. He was first city ed- much of the delinquent tax list and
M.,:-..., Feb. 23.--e
.;., 4Naribridg,2,
itor and later managing editor of deducted the 123,000. If the whole
President Roteevelt spoke before the
amount
had
been.
accepted
by
the
the
Salt
Lake
Salt Lake, Utah, Feb. 23.—Clint
Telegram. He resignIlareard Union at a reception in his
B. Leigh, formerly managing editor ed from the Telegram only a few court and it afterward was shown
Of the Owensboro Monger and weeks ago and Was connected at the that diligent efforts had not been
honor this afternoon. His address,
brother of Edward 0. Leigh, secre- time of death with the Salt Lake made to find personal property to
%tele in the beginning it was along.
satisfy the taxes, the sheriff's bond
tary to Governor Beckham, was in- Herald.
he lines of the citay of college men
would be liable for the amount paid
stantly killed in a wreck at Bingtnr71"
..— . was married in Novem..eigh
—Kessler
in
St.
Republic.
Louis
and
the responsibilities of the eduout by the county. The action of the
ham, 15 miles front this city pester- ber 22, 1899 in Owensboro,
to Miss fiscal court
is
opinion
based
cated,
the
on
branched out and included the
day afternoon. Leigh, who came here Chrissie Pointer, of Owensboro, who
of County Attorney Albert Barkley,
president's final policy in regard to
from Owensboro several years ago survives him, with two little
boys, who contended that
the new law
to become city editor of the Evening Philip Pointer Leigh and
corporate control, and questions of
Edwara should be strictly complied with. A
Telegram, a few weeks ago accepted Oliver Leigh, aged 6 and 3.
state.
He committee was appointed to figure
a position on the Herald and was as- leaves four brothers and one
sister, out the settlement and
He spoke as follows:
will report to
signed to the lower house of the Robert W. Leigh and Charles
Q. C. the court when they re-convene this
President's Speech.
.Utish legislature in Seamion here. Leigh of Chicago; Edward 0.
_
Leigh, afternoon. All business will be finIn speakirg here at the Harvard
Leigh accompanied a number of of Frankfort, Ky.: Oliver P.
Leigh
union I wish to say first a special
ntembers of the legislature to Bing- and Miss Gma V. Leigh, of Paducah. ished today.
Poor House CommlUee.
Takes Charge of Freight and [ferry N. Finley Purchases Trouble Clerks are Kept Busy word as one Harvard man to his felham to inspect the mines. The party
Nothing hart been beard by the famJudge Lightfoot will call the comlow
men. I feel that -we can
hoarded a fiat car to ascend a steep ily here of any details as to whether
Passenger Station at Barlow Partlofthe McKinn ie Veneer Answering Calls and Send?' noneHarvard
mittee having the new poor house in
of us eves- be sufficiently grategrade leading to one of the mines., Mr. Leigh will be brought to Kenthe car being pushed ahead by an tucky or not. His father and mother charge, together next week to wind
for $40---Agent Couldn't l'se Companys Property in Me- jug out Men to Repair !Dam- ful to Colonel Iligginson for having
up its .business. Judge Lightfoot
founded this Harvard union, because
engine. The train above them broke lie in the family lot at Oak Grove
Any Coat
stated that on the advice of one memchanicsburg
ages to Service
each loyal Harvard man should de
loose and combed into them. Mr. cemetery. Mr. Edward 0 Leigh is
ber Of the committee he had taken
all he can to foster in Harvard that
Leigh was crushed in the wreck and expected here tonight.
out insurance on the new building,
spirit. of real democracy which will
died instantly. State Representative
and that 'he later discovered that PERMITS TRAINS TO PROCEED. MOLDS HAVE BEEN SHIPPED.
Seth Taft, of Wayne county, was faLONG DISTANCE ALL 'wail,
. make Harvard men feel the vital
Plunged From Ttrestle.
some of the other members of the
sense of solidarity so that they can
tally injured in the wreck. Speaker
Dubuque, Ia., Feb. 23.--A combi- committee had done likewise. The
all join to work together in
Ham Josephs of the lower house,
the
nation coach and a loaded coal car court decided that the two policies
things that are of most concern to
was slightly hurt, Several
other
itt
traffic
$4.0,
Pachrinent
on
'For
of
a
Plans
for
the
glass
plant in MeOnly the rapid melting of the the'
of train No, 103 on the Milwaukee were not too much insurance on the
college. It is idle to expect, nor
members of the party were injured.
the Cairo diviieen of the Illinois Cen- chanicsburg will be pushed by Harry sleet, that decorated the wires and
Narrow. adage between Bellevue and building. The poor house will be
indeed...5.sould it. be desirable that
Clinton B. Leigh.
yestertemporarily
was
tral
stopped
M.
Finley,
of
linnets,
fed., who ar- cables,--p-oles ind trOeii -*hen Paducah
occupied immediately, as the insurthere should be, in Harvard a uniThe news of the death of Clinton Cascade nmped the track at a curve
on a trestle over a small stream near ance provides that it shall be occupi- day afternoon by the constable at rived last night and this morning citizens awoke this morning, pre- form level of taste and
B. Leigh of Salt Lake City, Utah,
association.
Barlow, the depot was attached with consummated a deal with , he Mc- vented serious consequences 'to teleWashington Mills and fee 40 feet to ed while the policy is in force.
Some men win excel in one thine,
last night in
a railway accident,
the
and
tickets,
furniture
and
Kinnie Veneer and Package compa- phone, telegraph and street railway
The report of the read supervisor the
day, rnding with the coat car on top
and
some
in
another: some
flashed over the city today, carrying
for October, November and December agent was not allowed to use the coal ny for 200 feet from on Meyers companies. As it is the trouble in
the
coach,
of
which
in
were
ten
pasthings
of
the
genuine sorrow in the wake of the
body, and
constable
the
The
stove.
depot
in
streets adjoining the veneer works clerk of the Cumberland exchange
sengers. The coach was completely was received showing that 1.0 miles
some in things of the mind: aria
shock of the announcement. As boy
started
one
attach
time
at
loto
the
across
just
been
answering
Island
has
busy
calls
of
The
roads
creek.
end
conwere
repaired
and conwhere thousands are gathered
and man "Clint" Leigh was known wrecked and one passenger killed,
tostructed with gravel in that period. cal freight standing on the track at sideration was 15,000. Mr. Finley sencitng out men to repair
wires.
gether each Will naturally find' some
and loved by a large Circle of friends two fatally % injured and seven serithe depot and prevent it moving away made the first shipment of molds Where the cables were strung no
The
cost
of
the
work
was
$8,510.98.
ously injured.
group of speFia;ly congenial friends
in Paducah, and respected by
his
•
this week front heitchfleld, Ill. He damage was done, but the single
Sheriff John Ogilvie asked the from the town.
with whom .he vvIU form ties of pemore casual acquaintances. Quiet in
In following out what he consid- will bring 48 skilled glass blowers wires suffered to a large extent.
court to refund him $125 on a book
Thirteen .Hurt in Crash.
culiar social intimacy. These groups
disposition but of indomitable force
conscientious
Constahis
duty,
ered
Both the postal and Western Union
and other employes, whose wages
he had made in Collecting the taxes.
--athletic, artistic, scientific, social
of character and strong personality,
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 23.--- Thir- County Attorney
A?ben Barkley show- ble H. B. Tanner, of Barlow, levied run from $6 to tettethe week. He Telegraph companies report their —MK
Inevitably exist. My plea is
he
left
his impress upon all who teen persons were hurt, one proba6
Barlow
passenger
station
on
the
at
wires
working
satisfactorily
will employ about 130 laborers. He
ed the court that the law threw the
in all
not
for
their abolition. My plea is
came in contact with him, which his bly fatally and four seriously by a
pre- will invite bids for the erection of directions. Long distance telephone
cost of all books 118E,d by the sheriff yesterday afternoon, thereby
that they shall be got Into the right
winning, cordial manner and native collision on the Great Western railnot prescribed by law, on the sheriff venting the agent from selling tick- seven buildings, of the following di- connections are all right.
focus in the eyes of college men;
tact served to deepen. Versatile and road, six miles south
of Hayfield, personally and that the book in ques- ets, using the chairs and desks In the mensions: 74 by 60 feet, 100company
try- 50 • The Paducah Traction
that the relative Importance of the
clever, yet studious, his intellect was Minn. The train wrecked was the tion
was not prescribed in law, though station or even burning the coal feet, 42 by 36 feet, 42 by 40 feet, had slight trouble tb outlying disdifferent groups shall be u-nderstood
above the average. A born newspaper Chicago bound night empress.
The convenient to the business of the found in the coal bin. Determined 36 by 58 feet, 37 by 24
feet, 13 by tricts this morning with wires break- when compared
with the infinitely
man, he stood for the highest and freight train which was ahead of the
sheriff. On putting the question to that the judgment he had been given 24 feet. They will be brick and ing, but traffic was little discomgreater life of the college as a whole,
best in his chosen profession, corn- express broke down and the passenthoroughly
safeto
be
should
levy,
the court, County Attorney Alben
frame. Glass plants do not use ware- moded,
Let each man have his special assobining successfully the modern type ger train was helping it into a red- Barkley's
guarded, Constable Tanner levied on houses.
Al: are watching developments of
opinion was sustained,
ciates, his special interests, his ape.
with the more oldfashioned integrity leg. A flagmen who had been sent
the local freight at the depot and on
the day and night with apprehension.
cial studies and pursuits, but eel
He was a successful man in the back returned before the track was
all the property of the railroad in
Snow at Bowling Green.
ROOSEVELT ARRIVES.
him remember that he can not get
things that count, even more than in clear and an extra crashed into the
sight. Finally he agreed to permit
Bowling Green. Ky., Feb. 2.3.—
Boston, Feb. =I.—President
the
full benefit of life in colleffe it
the world's mere froth of success, express train completely wrecking
the local freight to leave, but orderThe heaviest snow of the winter is
Roosevelt and party arrived this
he does anteing but speclalize:-'and
anA ya4 he had his meed of this for the baggage and mall cars.
ed one freight car cut out and left at
falling
here since early this morning.
morning. The president left the
that ,what is even more Important,
so young a man: and it is that makes
the station.
The snow es already six inches deep
ear immediately and was driven
he can not do his full duty by the
so doubly sad the sudden taking-off
persuasion
much
After
agent
the
on
the
ground.
CHAS. REED ANNOUNCE.E.
to the home of Dr. William S.
college
unless his first and greatest
of a man accustomed to stand fourconstable
to
allow him -to
got the
Bigelow. Mrs. Roosevelt and
interest is in the college itself, fa
square to his convictions rather than
burn some coal to keep the station
May Have Skating Rink.
other members of the party
Will Run for Mayor in Response to
his associates taken as a masa...and
to the winds that blow.
warm, and the constable extended
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 23.Mott
Paducah Is promised a skating apt In any small 'creep.
were driven to Mrs. George C.
One reason
Call.
him the privilege of burning coal un- Ayres,, chairman of the Democrabc -rink
Clintoh Brooks Leigh was born In
on certain contingencies, and why 1 so thoroughly
Lee's home.
•
believe
in the
o'clock.
til
at
today
12
committee
of the First railroad com- no doubt the town
Gibson county, Tenn., February 25,
will soon be en- athletic spirit at Harvard
Is because
Fortunately no passenger train missioners' district, yesterday issue.'
ee
1865. He was the son of the late Rev.
Numerous friends and citizens of
wrapped in the sport -is theehost of the athletic
IN BAILEY'S HONOR.
spirleis essentially demwas due thon, as no passengers could a call for a meeting of the committee
William H. Leigh and Mrs. Mary Paducah have solicited me to beoome
other cities ad towns throughout the ocratic. Our chief interest
should not
Tex.,
Austin,
23.—TestiFeb.
have gotten tickets.
to be held In Henderson on Saturday. country
Brooks Leigh.
His childhood was a candidate for mayor of the city of
where it _has attained great lie in the great champions in
mony in the Senator Italie, insport.
March 2. at which time the manner popularity,
ii‘e
. e"-nt in Humboldt, Tenn. He came Paducah; feeding deeply impressed
and
seemingly,
is the On the contrary our
concern should
vestigation is closed.
and time for making a nomination rage.
Kentucky with his parents when with the honer conferred, and knowMT. Henry Arenz Is in the city be most of all te widen
the base, the
demonstration in Bailey's honor
will be determined.
4
11 years of age, and lived in May- ing that every citizen owes his comand is contemplating erecting a rink foundation in
athletic sports; to enis
arranged
Gainesville,
for
_
field one year, coming to Paducah munity a certain detyelf I can be of
in Paducah.
courage in every way a healthy rihis home town, today. It had
In 1876. He was educated in Paducah service to this community, it will be
(N)NOR1.1464 'BUSY.
valry- which shall give to the largest
postponed
been
on
account
of
public sohools.
my greatest desire. Should I receive
Wash ngton, Feb. 23.—Just
possible number of students the
inability
Bailey
to
be
of
the
Mr. Leigh was an apprentice at the nomination for mayor, I want to
eight legislative days are left bechance to take part in vigorous outthere.
the printers' trade even before leav- assure the citizens of Paducah, all
fore congress reactive the end et__
door-games—R-1w of—fer-move-lonmy
that
constant
alike,
and
all
aim
ing Tennessee, and followed it in the
the term March 4. Probably,
portunce that a man shall play someW. A. Bery. chairman of the Dem" TWO MORE SHIPS.
intervals of his school life, until he will be for the eood of Paducah its
however, next Saturday's session
thing himself
ocratic city committee, today
even If he plays It
anFrancisco,
progress
future.
Thanking
its
and
Feb.
San
grew to manhood. In 1883 'he went
will continue until Sunday, withbadly, than that he shall go with
nounced, the following members of
was learned in naval circles that
into a job office here with his broth- you, and placing my name before the
out adjournment. Considerable
hundreds, of companions to see some
th• sub-committee to have charge of
the hattleabips Iowa and India
ers, Charles Q. c., Edward O. and good citizens of this city as a candibusiness must. be done on the
one else p'ay will;'and It is not healthe primary May 2: J. M. Lang, J.
Rank clearings,
Bow are added to the Pacific
Oliver P. Leigh, the style of the date for mayor, subject to the-DemSablwoh. Efforts will he made
thy for either vrtmlents or athletes it
P. Sieeth, Councilman Al Foreman
(listrings this eeek
$1.179.5147
Coast fleet as the nucleus of a
tient being Leigh Bros. In 1884 the ocratic primary, I remain, very sinthis
eyelid
by
mosoing
to
lei
early
the terms are mutually exclusive.
and Gus Wagers. The sub-committee
Same
eeek last 315! ..
OMNI fore" of armored vessels.
CHA HILES REVD.
flrm established the Paducah Stand- cerely.
the morning next week and holdBut even having this aim especially
will meet with Chairman Berry ori
falT*41044.
$ 1 1,111 D
ard, of which Mr. Leigh had editoing night seetion.
In view, it seems to me we can hest
Wednesday night at 7:30 o'clock to
rial charge in connection with Edattain It by giving proper encourageconsider the expetees of the primary
Tho week has been uneventful in
ward 0. Leigh.
LA CENTER COMPANY
ment to the chatnpione in the sports,
and other preliminary matters.
the
filminess
world. In the retail
In 1889 the Standard was sold
fi.nd this can only he done by encourELECD4 OLD OFFICERS stores it Is the calm before
the rush
and Mr. Leigh went to Pratt, Kan.,
GIWN M RKET.
of the spring business. The wholewhere he conducted a weekly paper
(Stickinnti, Feb. 23.—Wheat.
At the annual meeting of the sale houses have had fair new busi(Continued on polemic.)
70%; corn, 40 1fi oats. 41%
stockaolders of the La Center com- ness with Indieatton of better condi
pany at La Center yesterday, the tion %hen the weather b7akes up.
Johnatown. Pa., Feb. Vt.—Several river le5 feet below, A heavy nestold officers and directors were reAfter Runaway Doyle
There is only one kind of • persons
are missing, a half dosen ere ing of ice prevented the oars going
lookinit fur Murderer.
Clyde WillIs. 11 Years old, e and elected. A dividend of G per cent. was
newspaper circulation statement badly injured and more than
a score tbrough. Reeler a spreading rail or John OAK 14 years odd, of Chicago, declared on the repeal stock of UM
W V-%T 11 Fn—Snow tonight.proPaducah malice have been iniformthat in worth any ronsideratioi lees seriously, as
the result of the a broken truck on the tender caused are somewhere on their way to pa, 000. The directors for nett year wiTI ed 'that a reward of $3011 is (Memel
bahly turning to rain. Sunday
and that is the daily dedsn"d
wrecking of the Pennsylvania west the wreck. The most seriouttly %- decals and Roundaman Emil (lour- be: .T. A. Bust
liarater.
fellipertttare
president; S. T. by the' authorities of Chaffee, MO.,
statement. The San is the mar
bound fleet at 'Mineral 'Point early fitted was Postmaster Busse. of Chi- leaf 0$651VP4 a letter from
Payne, vice praivIdent and 'general 145P the netesrtif OfItut Toufig, eolYeeterdny 33, lowest today 29.
Paducah paper printing Nadi a this morning. The combination
car cago, who was badly bruised and wink'
. 1770 Eighty-seventh street. manager; C. AI Jonninge. secretary ore& who killed Railroad Conductor
liainfall .10 of an inch.
statemenL
Observation 'oar and three sleepers men' die. He le in a hospital at M - fattier of one of the boys, asking him and treasurer; .1. D. Hollings.,
W. H. George A. Wolff, there Jantlary 23.
being driven 00 miles per hour, Owns. The otheru able to travel to keep a lookout for the yotttigirters, Viets. La Center; H.
H. hoeing. H. The fugitive is supposed to be near
crashed down into the Oonematigh were take* to Pittsburg.
who are headed this way.
L. Meyers,
.
Well

Known

Paducahan

k

CONSTABLE HOLDS 'PLANS FOR PLANT 'WIRES BREAKING
THE I. C. RAILROAD WILL BE PUSHED UNDER THE SLEET

fi

FIRST DISTRICT
COMMITTEE CALL

CHAIRMAN BERRY
NAMES COMMITTEE

BANK CLEARINGS
SHOW INCREASE

Train Falls Hundred
Feet Into RiVer 73eloW

•

es
111010•1111011111M11111111111M

4.4.44.+4+4-4-4-41

TWICE AS MUCH

MANY ck8Es OF

RIVER NEWS t

From the Commonwealth as
From Any Other Compatny.

di-r1-1-F+4

.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••119

RHEUMATISM

THEATRICAL NOTES

Announcement...

.River Stages.
Cairo .. ......... 22.4 0.1
Chattanooga ,.
4.5 2.0
C.neinnati
... .... 11.4 0.6
Evaneville ........14.0 0.6
Florence .; ........ 3.1 0.3
.lohnsonv!Itit • ....
0.8
Louisville ..
.. 6.9 0.1
Mt. Carmel
Missing.
Nashville
.10.1 0.4
Pittsburg
. 4.5 1.0
St. Louis _
12.6 0.9
Mt. Vernon
14.1 3.8
Paducah
14.1 0.5

Al' THE KENTUCKY.
fall
Night--Sousa's Opera, "Free
moody
The COMMONWEALTH is a HOME COMPANY, orThis Dread Disease Has Many
fall
Lentee."
gs.nized under the laws of Kentucky. Its policy holden, a:.-e
fall
Vanderbilt
nicest* Night-'The
Victims Here
protected by a deposit of $100,000 in the hands of the state
fall
Cup."
treasurer. Its Industrial Policies are payable PROMPLY and
ANAGER ROBERTS, with much pleasfall
Wedneedey Night-"Bine Beard."
IN FULL, no matter when death occurs. It offers the most pro4
ure, announces that Mr. Herbert L.
fall % :etude.. Hume
tection for the least money, and "a square deal to every policy
Prescription Which Saturday ellatlisee and Night-"Jaraes
Wallerstein, the young and brilliant
fall
Boys In Misenuri."
holder." Read the following letter:
Make.. the Kidneys Take lint the
composer
and publisher-who has just recently
Polatoae.
Pinucwo, KY., Feb. 19. 1907.
fall
James Boys.
put before the public five new compositionsCOMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
fall
A romantic melectrama entitled
Louisville, Ky.
.1.••••••••••=.11.
has made arrangements with Manager Jos. M.
rise
"The James Boys in Msseouri," which
Gentlemen:
Gaites,
of the "Vanderbilt Cup" Company, to
notovnii
fall
ACID. will be presented /ft tbia city on SatTHE
URIC
1 received today through your superintendent, Me. J. F. Nicholhave two of these latest compositions sung by
son, settlement in full of policy No 21096 for *200 which I carried
fall
on
urday, matinee and night, Meech 2.
the life of my son, James!. Clyne, who died Feb. 10.
two of the principals of the above company,
Is one of lbe successes. Stirring InI desire to thank you (Or your prouiptness in settling this matter
Come up, gentlemen. Take rout
cidents bused on the career of the
during the performance of "The Vanderbilt
and I alio want to eat, that the provision in your policy by which it IS
Thousands of men and women who
placed in FULL IMMEDIATE BENEFIT is the most liberal prove
choice of weather. Rain, sleet, snow,
famous Missouri bandits, have been
Cup,"
which will be seen at The Kentucky
have felt the sting and torture of this
gem that has ever been offered by any insurance company doing busior sunshine and hot or colJ. All serwoven Into the play together with a
Tuesday evening, February 26.
dread disease, which is no respecter
ness In this state. This policy has been in force only since August
ved on short notice and they mostly
13, 19U6, and still your company paid me in •full $200, whereas if
o' age, persons, sex, color or rank, prettY love story and some clever
work while you sleep. Wednesday we
Miss Alice Davey, the charming soubrette,
it had teen:Olken out in any other company doing an industriel busiall be interested -to know that while comedy. The life of tire James bole
ness I would have received only one half or $100
woke up to a snow scene this mornshown from the close of the dye
will sing "MISTER ST.4.8," and Mr. David
fcr many years rheumatism was con- is
Again thanking you for your kindness and promptness in settling
ing the dread sleet was given mergwar until the bullet fired by Bob
.4ndrada will sing "HZ." This will be
sidered an incurable disease. now it
this claim and assuring you that whenever possible 1 will say a good
ing into a disagreeable rain. In beFord, ended the career of Jesse
Word for the COMMONWEALTH.
the first time that either of these compositions
is one of the easieet afflictions of the
tween the two kinds of weather, the
Yours vsry truly
heman body to conquer. Medical Jatnes. The famous "Blue Cut"
have been sung in public.
sun found an opportunity to shine
(Signed)
Lgerrie .1. CLYNE, Beneficiary.
e-ience has proven it not a destinet train robbery which took petee.near
ad
Independence, Mo., is put on with
from cold yesterday morning it
Write a postal card to J. F. Nicholson.Superintendent of Indus
Both Miss Dovey abd Mr. Andrade have
disease in itself, but a symptom
has changed to Moderate today. Rewonderful stage *Moots. It is a
trial Department, leetleBuildiug, Sixth and Broadway. Paducah. Ky.,
caused by Inactive kidneys. Rheuappeared
on the stage of The Kentucky before.
and an agent wilt be glad to call and explain fully the many exclusive
ports from every point above Nutmost realistic stare picture.
matism is uric acid In the blood and
The
former
took the leading part in ''The Land
features of(NM eitiNWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate ymue
tawa up to Louisville indicate six
The Free lance.
other waste products of the sy-tem
self in any way by tealitiug it over.
of
Nod,"
while
the latter was one of the princiInches or more of snow. From KutThe sale of seats began today for
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Sittings Rank.
ettch should be filtered and strained
pals
in
"The
tawa down to Paeleeah and southBabes
in Toyland."
Erlanger's
Klan
and
presentation of
out in the form of urine. The funcward sleet and rain. At Princeton
tion of the kidneys Is to sift these the Sousa Opera company, with
tthis morning the ground was cover- poisons and
acids out and keep the Joseph Cawthorn as the 'eclar
led with six inches of snow.
blood clean and pure. The kidneys, feature in John Philip Sousa's latest
dlt The Kentucky Tuesday Evenine,
The river fell 0.5 in the last 24 however,
are a sponge-like substance, and universally conceded, best comic
hours leaving the stage at 14.1. Bus-;the holes or
February 26.
pores of which will some- opera compositioe "The Free
ine,s at the wharf was fair. Aril..tle'
times, either from overwork cold or:The book and • Tyrice of The ,Frer.
vals were late from the weather.
. rt.
Chestnut,
exposure become clogged and intic-1 Lance" are by Harry B. Smith and
., While on the way up the Tennes- tire, and failing in their function
of are said to be the pest this. prolific
Se
I Louisville, Ky.
itee river last eight after a trip of eliminating
these Poisons from the librettist has evolved since his great .4eiebtiagelYl
lrhe-516....
,
441a104-.4101rWelireff''-aik"
t:es, the Margaret lost a coal 'fiat blood, they remain in the veins, d' slet-cc-es of "R,obiet Hood." Though
O.•POWERS, !'res.; JUIKIE UTT O'DOHERTY, First Vice
PrelL: BARRI\ W. JOHNSON, see, and Tretes.• 1)R. .1. %V. GUEST,
with 2,000 bushels of coal, ant:
and settling about the joints "The Free Lance".Is a real comic
Medical Director; GliEGORY & DI'HENItTe devil. Counsel; J. M.
three barrels of oil. The barge and muscles, cause the untold suf-', opera, and one of the best that has
QUINN, Manager of .tgenclese•
sprung a leak when the boat was tering and pain of rheumatism 'and been evolved by all A.merican comEarthquake -Superstitions.
teraried by the intredRetton of a bull
fie
'near the bridge where- the 111inois backache, often producing complica- poser and librettist, and
notwith. d a tortoise. Earthquakes in SiScientists still study the cause and it.n
Central crosses the river. SothIne tions of bladder and urinary disease, standing It tells a' consistent and
meening of earthquakes, but, aticord- beria are believed to be due to the
could be done but to come hack and weakness, etc.
continuous story Without any interleg to an exchange, uncivilized pee- frolics 'of mammoths which live in
the Margaret left today on a fresh
The following simple prescription polations or horse-play of musical pea long ago settled the questions rho center of the earth, while In Van*trip. Efforts will be made to save the is said to relieve the worst cases of comedy, it is said to
be a constant Involved to their own complete satis- couver Island it is the spirit of evil,
coal.
rneumatism because of
its direct soterce of Jest and laughter from the faction. In Mongolia it
is the breath with his niarehailed hosts of all tee
Because he preferred net to tell a action
upon
the blood and
kid- start to the finish accompanied by lags and skipping's of a huge frog wicked people who hove ever lived.
:le on Washington's birthday, 141 neys, relieving, too, the most se- the most stirring martial and catchy
that cause the mischief: in China, a
Cosby, an employe of the dry docks, vere forms of bladder and urinary music that has ever been written by
gigantic dragon; In India, a world
'There is really very little difficulty
was subjected to a rest treatment by troubles: Fluid Extract of Dandelion, the "March King."
In addition to bearing elephant: in Celebes, a
hog, in eroding an excuse for doing somethe other employes. HI said he did one-half ounce; Compound Kargon, Mr. Cawthorn such notable singers
end in other countries the idea is thing that you went -to do very bad
not want to work yesterday, which one ounce; Compound Syrup Sarea- and comedians as Sella Bergen, Alwas strictly the truth, and the oth- Neale, three ounces. Mix by shak- bert Hart, Jeanette Lowrie, George
ers, who said they wanted to work, ing well in a bottle and take in tea- Tathnan, Stanley Murphy and others
4
tied HI to a flat boat and turned epoonful doses after each meat! and at of like calibre will be seen in the
both loose in the river. Tel Was caught bedtime. The ingredients can be had Principal characters. A magnificent
at the Illinois Central Incline and It front any good prescription pharmacy, singing chorus of seven& aecompany
cost Captain Taylor, the auperinten- and being entirely vegetable, are ab- the production which Is said to bp
dept., $1.50 to get the flat boat back ealutely harmless and safe to use at one of the most elaborate and.beautiup 'the river. This morning Hi and any time.
ful from the viewpoint, of scenery
the superintendent are arguing over
and costume that has ever been prewho the joke was on.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
5ented in this city by .Klaw and ErEmerson's showboat will leave to- That is LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine langer. The, cast and ensemble are
s
morrow for Pittsburg from which Similarly named remedies sometime
deceive. Tiseedirst sad original Cara. similar in ever detail to that which
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Point the season's cruise will begin. Tablet is
oilidlastr-larolticea WHITE PACKAGE with cheirecterized t
Several show girls arrived today to black and red lettering, and bears the tion at the New Amsterdam theater,
Complete machine shop.
signature of E. W. GROVE. 25c.
Wit the boat.
New York, :ast season.
122434
N.
Fourth
St.
Phones 787
Several thousand sacks of peanuts
Bottled in bond. Oldest
"The Vanderbilt Cup."
left on the wharf by the Kentucky
A run of eight months at the
bottling is eight years.
yesterday had Icicles hanging on
Broadway theater, New York. and of
them this morning. The Kentucky
three months at the Colonial, in
with a good trip in prospect will
Chicago, is the record of the Eger
leave this evening for the Temente.
musical comedy, "The
Vanderbilt
river.
Lettuce
Sc bunch. Cup," which comes to the Kentucky
The Sahel° ought to come out Parsnips
Sc quart. theater Tuesday night.
Senday night or Monday on the up Turnips
lec gal.
The musical numbers promise to
.3% eet potatoes
trip -to St. Louis.
6.0c bu. be unusually catchy and include "My
This one is. A good physic should always
The Dick Fowler cleared for Cairo Irish potatoes
75e bu. Little Chauffeur " "My Houseboat
be kept in the house. Nearly every affliction
. ....
5c bunch. Beau," "Tile Light that Lies in. Girlthis morning a
nuts late tram Sassatraa
to which the human body is heir, from a slight
Young onions
freight business,
2 bunches Sc. l
ie
vhoriE
tty.!s," and "Somewhere In the
cold to a severe attack of liver or kldney trouble, is
The Parton *maid arrive tonight Greens
10c bunch.
in a great degree due to improper bowel action
Beets
or Sunday from Chattanooga.
2 bunches lac
The story is an up-to-the-minute
and can be more quickly relieved and cured by
The Bnttorff will arrive toner/it or Radishes
2 bunches lee. portrayal of life among the smart
cleansing the bowels than in any other manner.
75c dos. automobile see-and
Sunday night from
Nashville and Celery
hinges upon
The home remedy should be safe for all
leave Monday at noon from Clarks- Strawberries .
2i0c box. the great Vanderbilt cup race, whichmembers of the family who may be required to
Grape
fruit
:
ville.
for 26e. is run at Mineola. Long Island,
use it. The average physic, such as the alleged
The Georgia Lee we: arrive this Bananas
lee dna every year by motorists from all over
mineral waters, which are nothing more or less
Is the only posible result from our new and improved outside
Oranges
afternoon from Ifem
20e dos, the world
,
hee, and the
The dialogue Ilegaid to
than preparations of salts and carbonated water
constructing'. neelt•rn central office equipment and impreted op.
Peters Lee will arrive Cinday Morn- Apples
2,5c peck. be delightfully clever, and inuVII se-similar to soda water-candied pellets and
crating rule,
. Let tie put Ai a HOAlf4 phone for you:
Chickens
ing from Cincinnati for Memphis.
35c to 75e. 'tire is indulged in at the expense of
pills, will move the bowels, but in ciotng so they
. The Joe Fowler arrived late from Turkeys
412.30 a month for business phones.
Pec lb. those auto ehthuglasts who rush
often leave the patient weak. No one should
01.50 it month for residence phone..
Evansville today and left this after- Rabbits
100 each. ebout tbe continent In their costly
ever take a physic which makes him weak. If
Egtes
noon on the return trip.
)Sc dos. touring
car.
Ottlfield's
laterite
such a remedy is continued a terrible habit is
The Lyda will leave this evening Butter
25c lb great idea the real motor race on the
created which will make it necessary that a
or in the morning for the. Tennessee Hain
17e lb stage. is a "big" feature of the piece.
physic be administered before the bowels can be
river after ties.
Two 94-heree power racing nraohinee
!eta's,*
Pee
induced to perform their functions.
!Lai*ltZc Tb :running at high stetted, crash on the
(Inearpors)ted.)
etege, amid all the roar, dust, and
•••
eageggegmegimmiNigneggignalise
All headaches go
excitemen of a reel race, and it is
is sea& remedy for lee home. It is a stomach
Wien you grow wiser
said audiences fairly get out of tee
tonic which gives strength to the entire system and makes it possible for the
,
And learn to use
chairs to see the finish.
bowels to act without further aid. It is so pleasant to take that children like it.
BOTH PHONES 548.
,
An "Early Riser."
--It never causes pains or griping. All druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
be Witt's Little Early Risers, sate, Indessetident Mangers Organize.
Pepsin at so cents and $1.00 a bottle.
sure pills.
New York, Feb. 23.-The organizaMoamar back if iteet satisfied.
tion of independent theatrical
Lang Bros.
•1011. M. Gallee Preeente Sydney Rosenfeld's; Big Sensational SuePepsin STrup CoMonticello, iii.
ger:8, which has been taking form
The Surpassing Musical Event
Dietflete Leave Blenders.
for some time, was effected today rieof the Season.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 22.-Local der the name Society of Independent
whiskey circles were stirred yestet- Managers. The meeting was attendKiss &Erleager Present the
day by the announcement that sev- ed by nearly -all thertheetrieal madaW. F. Paxton.,
R. Rudy,
P. Pullet&
The Two Mile a elinute Automobile Musical Comedy.
eral of the largest Kenutucky distil- gers in New York not connected with
President.
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier
lers of straight whiskies bad deter- ethe ececalled theatrical trust. Officers
Lyrics By Raymond Peck. Music By Robert Hood Bowers.
With
mined to several Interests with the for one year were elected as follows:
dettlers in eectilled Whisky, and that President, Harrison Grey Fiske; vice
The Song Hits Have Won Instant
they would form an association to president- 'Henry Miller; secretary and
Favor and Yonel Soon Be Whistling
he known as the Wentneky Pure treasurer,"Welter N. Lawrence. Di" The Little Chaffeur", "Somewhere
Inc•rporet•a
Food distillers' association for the rectors, David Beleoco, Lee Shubert.
In Sousa & Smith's Military
le the World", "My House Boat
Walter N. Lawrence. Henry Miller
eonservation wholly of Kentucky.
Beau", "Tee Light That Lies In
Capital
•
Comic Opera
$100,000
As soon as the new association is and Harrison Crey Fiske,
Girlish Eyes"--and twenty others
Surplus
50,000
091
orgarized which will be Within the
Stockholders liability .. •
100,000
Barney olditelde" Great Automobile Racing Fffeet, showing tern
next thirty days. the (Meiners of the
•
monster racing cars traveling at a rate of one hundred mile, an
state who are now affiliated with the
Total becurity to depositor*
$9110,000
Keeetteky 1)istilletne assoelatiot will
hour.
Accounts of Individuals and firma solicited. We appreciate
With the original New York
wlihdraw 'from membership In that
small as well as large depository and accord to an tils
Special for IF:sidle "Cannon- Bald, the Famous Long-Deetances Driproduction arid east intact.
same
enganization.
J. B. Thopmeote of
courteous treatment.
Barry
and
Fowler,
ver,
will drive the Pepe-Toledo. 11041. P.
earrodshurg, who ens been active In
AUOMENTED ORCHESTRA this preliminary work forming
Racing el/whine brought direct front the Leila Island (Mp Course
of
the
for "The '1'andertelt flop" race in the second act, the greatest efnew organisation, said testertise that
CHORUS OF SIXTY
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
fect ever 'wen On the seep., far eurpaesing Tile Fernoe. Chariot
lie would call a meeting of the dis-PRICESRace ite "Ben Her."
tillers to be held In Louisville in
OPEN SATURDAY NIG FITtl PROM 7 TO s OCLOCW.
Entire orchestra..
Si $0 Ablest two weeks' time, and that be
Prietes--25, 315. 1141, TISc. SI Imam! $1 mi. Sent). on Side Monday
Vine, three rows of balcony...$1.00 thought a permaoent organisation
IP a. in.
fialanCe of
Third and Broadway
entild he effected wftbfil It Mort time
Gallery
,
50C afterward.

Commonwealth
308 W.
Life 111 CO
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Purity is in the air
up our way---nothing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.

Foreman Bros.
Novelt
,
y
Co.
_Ineorp
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Early Times
Jack Beam 5-

TODAY'S MARKETS

•

9 •
•

e home laxative
should be safe

'

mimmitn,

Good and Speedy Telephone
Service

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO.

Dr:Caldwell& Sgrup rosin

Che Kentucky

TUESDAY NIGHT, FEB.

26 Monday Night, Feb. 25

"THE VANDERBILT CUP"

SOUSA OPERA CO.

Cast of
Sixty and

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

JOS. CAWTHORN

THE FREE LANCE

CRES

LIU

;

see
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'Mated iis labia's% tied a "Tour of th
appy occasion with the divot &n!Nations" was a guessing
contest. a
ary feature prettily brought
The prize. for this was won by Miss out.
number, of family friend,.
waliaganer.
Mary Lynn. Tea, wafers, coffee and 'were
were p eat and many
gifts in
•
sandwiches were served by girls in silver wer
received.
'
pretty colonial costumes. The room
was decorated in patriotic colors.
Co/oulat Cotillion.
The afternoon dameng class of
•
George Washington Birthday Donee, Prof. J. A. Mahler, whiek consists of
Mr. Roy liallowe eutertained a mum the younger children, gave es pretty
THE BEST COUNTRY.
Andrade and Manager W. H. Pickens
ber of guests with a dance on Thurs- colonialCotillion o
afternoon
of the "Vanderbilt Cup" Co.
day evening at the Red Men's Hall from 3 o 5:30 o'clock at the Eagles'
--M—
Ott North 4th street in honor of his hall at Broadway and Sixth street. ft
sorter like this country
A Patriotic Week.
friends,
Messrs. Charles Seamon, was danced by 35 children, all wore
When the spring is singin' sweet,
•
The week has been quiet socially.
John Callahan Al Hatch and James the powdered hair and many were in
An' the violets in the valleYe
tf the "first gentleman of America"
Are a carpet for your feet.
had not had a birthday just at this Polk who all have February 22 for colonial attire. The hall presented a
IL
time, there would have been little to their birth lay in common with the beautiful scene. There were a numFather of his country. It was an ber of figures and the favors were
When you hear the birds a-singtne mark it. As it le, even with no
great
Ali in 'gratitude for May.
flags, cherries hatchets and other
rush of pleasuringehere has been the enjoyable event
pretty and appropriate emblems.
An' the cattle bells are tinklin'
tingle of patriotism in the air, minBaby Party.
lu a drowsy sorter we/a
gied with thr‘of "America" sung
Master Charles King, the little sou
The =nd in the Schools.
by
many
_
voices
In
unison.
of Mr. said Mrs. H. C. King, gave a
But any kind o' season—
The pupils of the High school oelSomeway, with flags everywhere, and
birthday party on Monday afternoon ehrated Thursday afternoon with an trier and Miss Frances Gould at The Voris at
Wberever I may be,
their home on West Broadeveryone seeing red, white and blue
Carrots for the Complexion.
at
his home, 1026 Trimble street, in Impromptu
It's stik this country, brethren,
musical
program that Ferns, left on Wednesday for Cairene way. Comte de' Missiney Is reprecolor:: only, and hatchets and cherry
It's a dull day when a new fad In
celebration of his first birthday. A teas, very delightful. "America was nia to visit Mrs. flOtblers father
net filhi the bill for me:
Meting his extensive vineyards of food isn't thrust upon a long-euftrees lying around, one cannot feel
number of small guests and grown- sung in closing. Those taking part' Mrs. Robert Carroll and daughter. Fraflc In thei country
—Frank L. Stanton.
life is altogether monotonous. That
and married fee Mg world, and the latest is coo
Orones were present and the oc- were Mrs. George B. Hart, Mr's. Lela Miss Helene Carroleof St. Louis, are Ml s Marie Gar-rime of
the celebrations have been more quiet up
St. Louis, the
eating. If a woman would have
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Wade Lewis, Miss Adah ftrazelton,leal•ected next week to attend the mar- niece of Mem Annette Cheney of St. a clear, fresh complexion, says the
than' usual Is due, perhaps, to the casion was greatly enjoyed.
Mr. Curtis Polk of Vincennes, Ind. triage of 'Mies Kate Richardson to Louis. He fe a delightful man so- theorist responsible for the idea. she
Father el his Country having been an
Silver Wedding Celebrated.
The Delphic Club will meet malortbodox Member of the Protestant
iMit. Oscar B. Jones, of California. cially, and v.as mete by many rriende must eat a raw carrot every day. He's
Mr. and Mrs. William Lydon, of
Tuesday morning at
o'clock at the I:episcopal chureh and strict in his
At the McKinley school an elabo-'Mrs. Carroll was formerly Miss Eno of Dr. and Mrs. Voris. The dinner co vegetarian, so he doesn't forbid
Carnegie library. The roll-call will Lenten observances. He would have 422 Saute 10th stimet celebrated rate prog,,,
) was rendered on Thars_lina Kay. of Paducah and is a cousin party they had intended giving in the eating of meat, though he does
be dispensed with and the members discouraged undue frivoity in his own the 25th annaors•ary of. their wedding day afteinoon. This
his honor on Monday
evening was condemn the eating of "(eaten of
celebrated the of Miss Richardson
on Wednesday
evening at their birthdays of
are asked to be ,prettent promptly.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
called
H.
Bringin after the death of Mew Her- the meeses called food." In a school
honor at this season, doubtless.
George Waskington,1
home. It beina Leat, the aelebrahome Friday from a tie Fowler Campbell Iasi week:
just outside Boston, which is note
Abraham Lincoln, Henry W. Long- hurst arrived
The .Matinee Musical Club wee-meet Pretty Washingto- n Birthday part). tion was under a special dispensation fellow James Russell
delightful
bridal
trip which includThe Misses Rieke who sailed res for its pretty girls, the pupils are exLowell.
on Wednesday afternoon at the Parit was a
ed New Orleans, the gulf cities, Cuba February 9 for Europe, have cabled
Master Leonard Campbell was the of the Catholic church.
ted to eat a carrot daily, just as
ish House of Grace Episcopal church. `lost of a prettily planned Washingand points in Florida. They stoppol their safe arrival at Naples.
The the, might eat an orange or an apple
In Literary Clutelont.
_It is the regular meeting postponed ton's birthday party on Friday evenMr. plan of their'tour has been some- and
There was no meeting of .the Del- in Clarksville, Tenn., to visit
ev don't make the slightest
from February 21. The composers ing from 8 to 11 o'clock at the home
then, what
But
phic club on Tuesday morning at the Bringherst's family, en route to Pa- what changed since leaving. They protest, Thee
are Chiminade and Masse. Mrs. of his parents, Mr. and Mem. Wheeler
ducah.
will go direst from Naples to Egypt woman wo
n't suffer to be beautiCarnegie library.
Miss Core Belle Underwood, of and make the Egyptian trip first, re- ful?—New Yotlt Press.
Victer Voris is the leader.
Campbell, of Fountain avenue, It
Owensbcro,
was a stag party entirely, except that
will arrive next Satur- turning by Spain to Italy.
The Woman's club held the regThe Kalcaophic Club will meet on the young host, who was dressed as
No man can 'save his morals by
ular business meeting on Thursday i day to visit the Misses Richardson of
Friday morning at Id o'clock with George Washington, was assisted in
"Have you anything quiet in the refraining from using ',Orem except
afternoon at the Parise House or South 3rd street and attend the RichMiss Kathleen
oJos wedding. Mrs. Joe Alt- way of ties?a asked the man In Mc at Intervale.
Whitedeld at her receiving his guests by his sister, litae.
Grace Episcopal church. Only
borne, Kentucky Avenue and
'man
of Cairomnd Mr.Frank Hecker. haberdashery, "Yes" 'replied
Ttt tle Miss Louise Campbell and her
the
tine business; was transacted.
street. The meetings for March will friend, attle Miss Edith Sherrill, both
—Aleheit a ••endtlen ernergency"
The open meeting of the club will t or St. Louis, are other guests expeet- clerk: "here's something in watered
be with Miss Whitefleld.
attired as Martha Washington.
silk; exact shade of the Dead Sea."-- irrius sou, let II us ant ad, help you to
be held on March 7. It will be ir,ed for the wedding:
The house was effectively decorated
negotiate It wan.
I
Miss Grace Williams, of Nash- Yonkers Statesman,
charge of the Art department.
Tke Paducah High School Alumni with flags and various pretty patriville, Tenn., who has on several occaassociation will meet on Friday after- otic devices. The !legs were arranged
Tim Kalosophic club met on Friday sions visited her cousin, Mrs. Samuel
noon at 4 o'clock at the Heel eabool throughout the rooms on chains of
la
morning with Miss Elizabeth Sinnott .T. Hubbard of this city, and
auditorium on West Broadway. It is red, white and blue paper, extending
of North 9th street. It was a very ti aleasantle remembered by many, Is
the regular time for the election of from the four corners to the center
twe,on the Monteagle program this sumdeightful program, combining
Ofandelier. The flowers tmed were
officers.
weeks' meetings. The French Doi_ mer and WEI give a number of the
red and white carnations. In the dinto snow or rain a cold comes.
matists from the earliest beginning(Mtorfes" that she tells to cleverly
The Paducah chapter, Daughters of ing room the table was artistically
to modern times were discussed.gin and with such charming eject.
the American Revolution will meet on eet with a cover of white crepe paper
fonr clever papers • by
Mrs. Jilin! Mr. Richard Scott returned this
Friday afternoon with airs. D. G. decorated with flags. The centerScott, Miss Katherine Powell, Miss week from Helena, Ark., where he
Mureell on Broadway. The Program piece was a tiny growing cherry tree,
Lula Reed, Miss Mary Scott, m rsiattended the wedding of Mr. A. S.
will include a "aper on the three so- with the traditional hatchet beside it.
IB
of St.'Louis and Miss Laliab
Henry Rudy and Miss Clara Parkurdette
willcure in one night—it will always prevent
cieties,
Martin, of Helena. It was an elaboof the Revolu- The place favors were flags, hatchets
presented "Current Topics."
scold if takcn on coming in out of the wet.
time the
rate
ers of the American and other eymbois appropriate to the
church
affair.
Mr.
Scott
ea
—e—
Delightfully pleasant to the taste. Good
Th•e delicious refreshments
Revolution and the Colonial Dames lay.
One' of the wedding party and' sang
w..ddings.
children. Good for everybody.
for
by Mrs. H. .8. Weas, and several Were in keeping with the appeintA wedding of mere than usual alleeauee" before the ceremony. Mr.
ments
Genternan:
of
decorations,
the
readings.
smite interest but marked by a quiet Burdette le well known in Paclueth
Last Ncreember I wes taken with S severe cold
rhe young 'hoet wore a colonial
enetx•tek. I used a bottle et standard eapectorant and was
simplicity in its solemnization was and Is expected here next week with
in the least: I teen tried another standard
benehtted
riot
suit of white and blue. The knickerthat of Miss Letitia Dallam Powell his bride.
with one, but with no better results than with the expecEneeeemeat Announced.
tonint. I was then recommended by a drAggist at Carriebockers were elated white and the coat
Dr. Edward Mims, professor of
and Dr.
Wando Fitepatrick
ton, Ca.. to trY Dr. Bel's Fine-Tar-Honey and after using
Mr. and Mrs. L. Rosenberg, of 752 was
white flowered eith blue roses.
ere 25c bottlei was completely cured. This testimonial
of Paris, Texas. on Thurselay morn- literature and history at Trinity CaW. Ninth street, Cincinnati, Ohiceitiewas unsolicited, but you are at liberty to use It In any way
A white wig, :visa* mteckings and
you tray choose. In my °Onion you have by far the best
ing at. S:20 „oarlock .in., the.parlors of lege, Durham, N. C., will deliver a
There Are
nouno! the engagement of their
oDueh medicine m the mark*. Yours truly,
black pumps completed the fascinatseries
Monteagle
of
lectures
at the
the St. Francis ale Sales Catholic
I K. NOMUJI. Ols.
daughter, Rosa, to Raba Meyer Lo- ing effect.
Four Reasons
--church.
The _Rev. Father Jansen assembly this summer, and will go
vitch of this city.
Little Misses Louise Varnebell and
Mares Oomph.and
performed the ceremony which was,later to the Western •Chatitauqua at
Dr. Lovitch is the rabbi. of Tem- Edith
(1) Those who canGives Stehregth to the Lampe.
Sherrill were attired alike In
Boulder,
to
lecture.
with
Cot,
He
witnessed
the
a
family
small
by
and
not digest starch.
pe Israel and is a young man of pretty
and quaint costumes of solid
The, Mrs. Mims and children will come
coterie of intimate friends.
(2) Those who canculture and prominence.
He
has pink skirts, with pointed waists and
Oyer 4.000,000 bottles were sold during the year 1904, on an
to Paducah from Monteagle to visit
oom
traveling
bride
a
pretty
wore
not
digest
n
fats.
been in Paducah only a rew years, panniers of
absolute guarantee. Out of this vast ,,umber of sales money was
canary color flounced in
Mrs.
Minas
refunded
mother,
Mrs.
on only six bottles. This oroportion—li OTIS of 4.000,000-1%
T.
H.
Fur
tome of blue cloth and a blonse of ,
(3) Those with good
but has made a-definite impress for pink. Pink
so exceedingly small that it hardly makes a ripple In the wild
slippers and white wigs
Pl s r
Jefferson Street, Di
Roman striped silk.
She was at- year, at e
appetites, but cannot
phalans of satiall,d customers. This . the unprecedented
good In his wotk. His fiancee
7A R
be- gave a charming completion. Many
record of the most wonderful C011gh Med.,itle on the market.
literary
lectures
in
Mimes
are
along
assimilate
what
they
eat.
Katherine
tended by her sister. Miss
longs to a pr
HONEY
nent Cincinnati tam- of the guests wore powdered hair
and
(4) Those who have no
Powell. After an informal reception i terpretative lines vetfere he ie
air LOOK FOR THE BELL ON THE BOTTLE."Rz
fly. The date for the wedding has eusint
dress.
appetite and cannot eat.
•
W. daily flne.
bride's mother, Mrs.
William
not been announced.
23 cents. SO cents and SI 00 Bottles.
The evening was pleasantle diversThe Ccrnte Vincent de %Rainey, of
Peptol, tha wonderful
the
home
at
breakfast
of
thel
and
Rabbi Lcvitch is now in Cincin- ified with a number
Prepared by E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE CO., Paducah, Ky.
delightful
new FOOD remedy overPowell on West Broadway, Dr. and St. Pierre Martinique, France, bnt
nati.
ecomes the difficulty in rich
features and games. A donkey conMrs. Fitzpatrick left at 9:30 o'clock now living in Chicago, was the gam
of these fourcases. It adds
test gave much enjoyment. A large
bi K. la Sutherland Nimbi.in, t.
et emu
(Inca Paducah, Ky.
for St. Louis en route to their home on Monday of Dr. and Mrs. Victor
flesh
at
the
rate
of
from
Roe Party and Luncheon for Tuesday ?an of sawdust contained many pretty
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to live In; and all this is just as so much as
courage that will fight vaoutline
any plan of con- not heard of Osteopa
the struggle of life bring success to true of the
thy, also of
when that will is exerted. The ac- liantly alike
ordinar
y
citizen
in
the
structive statesmanshtp which shall some of Its
against the foes of the
the ordinary man without
achievements. But there
quiescence ofthe _peopleeloall that soul-and the-fee
Your ad- performance of the Ordinary duties give MOT
s efethrotonlY. -A-rnI 'have Watched for els are far too many who
iiiiiige
s.
Your
college
trainin
have accreditg
con- of political life.
permits evil to flourish. Cleveland's letiex are good,
years
these ,men, but those In public ed It with being
especially in their
fers no privilege upon you save as
good for only those
During the laet few years notch and those
adtnonition is for each citizen to rougher forms,
in private life, and though conditions
hereunto they tend to
rested by the use 'you make of It. It good
from
which they have
-do V; appointed duty, In the home. develop such
has been done to the people of they are
prompt to criticise every been cured, or
courage. They are good
puts
upon
you
the obligation to show the Philippinea;, but this
which have come un'et
In the jury box. in the tax collector's also because
has been affirmative step taken, I have
they encourage a true
yet to der their observation. Not
This is The New !Sore's final
youeeelf better fettle to do careen done, not
office, in the convention, In the elec- democratic spirit;
infrequentby those who merely in- see one of them
for In the athletic
life a finger to rem- ly there is matted
things
that
your
fellows
who have not dulged In the personal luxury of ad- edy
surprise when one
tion booth or on the field. When Mod the man,
adieu to the Winter season,
the wrongs that matt. So it Is who
most be judged not
was cured of rheumatism
had Your advantages. If It has ree- vocating for the islands
tell do that, there is no danger for tho wIth_reference to
meets
a doctrinaire in every field of
outside and erre
'1Ve hate just a few of throe
public
activity. another who has been
ved merely to make apu believe, that liberty
cured of asthcountry.
which
would
have
Stat
meant
dental stributee, hut to that combies' rights should, he preserved ma Of
you
are
to he excused from effort in -their Immediate
constipation. This is a homely,
suits left and they are all thin
and
irretrievab
When they mesa the peoisle's rights but
nation of bodily vigor and moral
after life, that you are to be excused ruin,
very true illustration.
but
by
"New York ell he a fine town quality which go to
those
who
have
bet
season'
faced
not
s fresh offer-Inge dos.
when they mean the peopie's
make up prowfrom contact with the actual world facts
Personally, I have cured
its they actually were, eastern- wrongs;
when they get It finished," says the gas.
chronic
not, for instance, when they rates of
of men and events, then ft 'NPR prove baring
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ble
single
breaste
constipation, rheumatism,
d,
neat
corned Ian, This bit oY sarcasm is
t.he proverb that teaches its ere invoked to
I trust I need not add that in deprevent the abolition asthma,
ft curse and not a blessing. If on that in
nervousness, neuralgia
the long ruin even the most of child labor,
apropos of any ::rowing city. *there fending athletles
patterns and pnrailar styles.
met
I would not
or to break the force headaches for
the other harsd you treat your educa- uncomfo
for
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great
make 'it the end of life
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fic. tbit the growth of New York is Instead of merele a
big bargain.
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their duty of the moment, or for nationol
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s or Impotfrom taking part le practical fashion though
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Head of Little Rock, Art., Diocese i
Dies At Infirmary.

Hot Springs, Ark., Feb. 23.-Bishop Edward Fitzgerald, Roman CathOrgan Recital Tomorrow.
Preceding the regular service at (etc bishop of .Little Rock diocese,
died at St. Joseph's Infirmary
toGrace church tomorrow
afternoon,
Mr. Tully organist of the churcb. night, aged 74 years.
•
Bishop Fitzgerald
had been in
will give an organ recital, from 3:30
to the hour of service, 4:30. Mr. charge of the Little Rock &Meets.*
Tully will'be assisted by Mr. Skeet sines 1867. Born at Limerick. Ireton, violinist, and Miss Langstaff land, in 1833, he came to the United
and Mies Calissi, sopranos. Follow- States in 1849. and a year later entered the College of the Barrens, in
ing is the program:
Missouri. He finished his ecclesiastiOffertory in E
"Opus 63" Lefebure Wely cal studies in Mount St. Mary's College, Emmettaburg, Md., and
was
Mr. Tully.
Madrigale ."Opus 11" A. Simonetti ordained a priest in 1857. He was
pastor of a church at Columbus, 0
Mr. Skelton.
The Last Farewell.,..."Mascagni" until 1867, when he was ordained a
bishop.
Mr.-

IN THE COURTS

Xv-e-emarrarrar4

A PILE OF SILVER

Circuit Court.
In circuit court this morning the
following judgments were entered:
A judgment for $1,500 was awarded the plaintiff in the case of Margie Overstreet against the Ancient
Order of United Workmen.
0. D. Paltrier, guardian, was directed to invest 32,0011 of his ward's
money in bank stock in the case of
G. D. Palmer against Gertrude Palmer.
Judgment was entered, ordering a
distribution in the case of Mary Allison against Lola Mankin, et al.
F. G. Rudolph, administrator.
against Mrs. Bertie Wilber, distribuCalvary
"Paul Rodney"
tion ordered.
TO END HEREDITARY PEERAGES
Miss Calls-al.
Judgment was entered
setting
The Virgin's Last Slumber.
aside former allowance of ;200, aliRill Proposing Reconstitution of the
"J. Massenet"
mony in the .use of Maggie E. DaHouse of Lords Introduced.
Mr. Skelton.
vis against C. J. Davis, and $25 was
Andante (From the Temple Colallowed.
SPEOLtl, TABLE D' MOTE.
London, Feb. 23.-In the house of
lection) Opus 103. "Hugh A.
W. B. Flournoy against J. E.
lords today Lott Newton introduced
C:ark"
Flournoy, judgment entered orderDinners at Palmer House Front 12
his bill proposing' the reconstitution
Mr. Tully.
ing distribution of land.
to 3 P.
Sendey, Feb. 2-1.
Traumeil "F" Opus 15, R. Schuman of the house on a partly elective baG.-G. Brown against Casper Jones,
sis. He seeks to remove the excesOffertory, Just Today
Abbott
Consomme a la Anglaise.
judgment entered ordering sale of
sive
preponderance of hereditary
Miss Langstaff.
Veal Broth, piedniontaise.
property.
Use Soot Destroyer.
peers by stipulating qualification
Baked Blue Fish, a la Italie:vane
W.A.. Gardner against Jessie Ware,
-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
through
service
to the state or preThe Binds Club.
Pommes, Lyonnalee.
judgment entered ordering sale.
.-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
4004
Miss Loraine Sutherland enter- vious election, and provides for a
Prime Ribs of Beef, ate jus.
Broadway, Phone 196.
tained
the Rhoda club, and a few in- certain number of elected peers and
oc
New Suits.
-Drink Belvedere the Meter
vited
friends
at her
home, 714 for the nomination by the crown or
Fricasse of Chicken, Macedoine.
Columbus Greer, a coal tender at
brew.
peers,
life
these
not to exceed 100 in
Broadway, Friday afternoon.
A
or
the Illinois Central shops, sues
-Uprigh piaios from $150 to
number.
Pork Chops, Saute, Puree of Sweet name guessing contest was the featthrough his attorneys Campbell &
$200, to reduce bur stock of slightly
tire, of the afternoon, and the prize
Potatoes.
Campbell for 82,000 damage done to
used pianos we make these offers. W.
I. C. aLIN DROWNS.
wes awarded to Miss Azalee Reeves.
Mashed Potatoes, Sugar Corn.
him by an electric shock on the turn
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
23.
Memphis,
Feb.
Tenn.,
Among those present were Misses
Buttered Beets.
table in the yards. He alleges that
-Wedding invitations, announceWhite hunting on Menesha Lake,
Cope, Mary
Ceiere Salad, Steamed Fruit Pudding, Mildred Orme, Martha
the foreman told him there was no
ments and every character of enMenesha, Ark., twenty mile%
Wheele^
Adams, Azalee
Agnes
Americ-an Cheese.
current in the apparatus of the turn
gravod work is given careful, perfrom Memphis, W. L. Smith,
Reeves, Anna Hays. Lucille Barth,
Coffee,
table and that through an iron bar
Donal attention at The Sea
general agent for the Illinois
Grace Hills Helen Van Meter, Mary
Sunday, Feb. 24, 110/0•7.
he was using he received a shock.
-Sexton, the sign
('entral, biasing charge of the terwriter, all
Burnett, Gladys Coburn. Sarah COTwhich tore loose some muscles and
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
ritory south of the Ohio, and
ligaments and injured one lung, perNotice of First Meeting of Creditors. belt, Elizabeth Terrell, Hannah Corfine painting bf every character, inpersonal represent of President
manently disabling him from manual
In the District Court of the United bett, Grace McGlathery.
J. T. Harahan, succeeding Major
side work and carriage painting and
labor. The accident occurred January
States for the 'Western District of
alkhact Gilleas, third vice presirepairing. Phone 401
Miss Oatha Norman, of Mayfield,
WANTED-For C.. S. Army: Able18, 1907.
Kentucky, I'm bankruptcy.
dent, resigned, and McClelland
Use Soot Destroyer.
bodied unmarried men between ages
In the matter of Max Jay Michel- Is the guest of Mrs. Lawrence AlSmith, the thirteen-year-old son,
--Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
britton on West Jefferson boulevard.
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
son, bankrupt.
Bankruptcy.
were drowned at 7:30 o'clock
at Bruneons, 529 Broadway.
L.
Mrs.
A. Fiske, who hes been
States, of good character and temReferee Bagby filed an order
To the creditors of Max Jay Michthis morning. The bodies have
-Globe WernsIte filing cases and
Mayperate habits, who can speak, reed
this morning
elson, of Paducah, in the county of visiting Mrs. B. P. Smith in
in
the bankruptcy
not been found.
all supplies for them, also the beet
returned
field,
has
home.
and write English. For information
case of N. J. Gosset, sustaining the
McCracken, and District aforesaid, a
line of carbons. A full line of blank
Judge W. E. Robbins, of
Mayapple to recruiting officer, New Richexceptions to the trustee's report orbankrupt:
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
books and all kinds of office supplies
ASYLUM ATTEND.
field was in the city yesterday.
...Vrm
,
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
dering
a
sale.
Notice is nereey given that on the
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
Attorney Pete Seay, of Mayfield,
INDICTED FOR MURDER.
FOR SALE-South Third street,
437
Levin.
F.
15th
day
of
February,
A.
D.,
19-07, was in Paducah Friday on
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
legal bus16 room house, two stories, frame,
the said Max Jay Michelson was duly
Deeds Filed,
CLOTHES
cleaned
repaired.
and
Athens, Ohio, Feb. 23.-The grand
iness.
_
-We desire to announce to the
between Clark
and
Adams, large
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
M. H. Gallagher and
wife to Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.'
Mrs. May Hunt visited her brother, jury today indicted C. W. Bobo, Henpublic that the temporary abandonrooms, fronting brick street, concrete
first meeting of his creditors will be
Adolph Well, property in the city, WASTED-A first-class
house
girl: sidewalks.
'Nicholson, in :Mayfield Yeeyes- ry Harkins and Herbert Raider, forrd
ment, by the Traction company, of
Lot 73:173, including
held at my office in 'Paducah, Mc$1 and other considerations.
at 306 N. 7th.
mer attendants at the Athens asylum
terday.
their owl car service will not effect
.
stable and other out buildings. 54000.
Cracken county, Kentucky., on the
Mrs. M. E. Shelton. of Mayfield. for the insane for second degree murour prices to and from depot. We 2nd
OVERSTREET, the painter. New Terms arranged. H. C. Hollins. Real
day of March. A. D., 1907, at 9
In Police Court.
has returned home after visiting rel- der. The charge was killing W. J.
will continue to serve all who may o'clock
Estate, Trueheart Building, Telephone 1025, old phone 975.
In the forenoon, at which
Police court was brief this mornBanes, an inmate. W. J. Blackburn,
atives in the city.
favor us with their patronage, at the time
phone 127.
the said creditors may attend.
George
HORSE
ing
Bargain.
sale.
for
despite
the fact that yesterday
J. T. Albritton, Jack Pigg, W. J. an attendant was indicted for assault
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer prove
their claim*, appoint a trustee.
was a holiday. Only three cases Skelton, 817 South 5th St.
FOR SALE-Fruit farm 62 acres
Webb and W. T. Nunley, of May- and battery.
Co.
examine the bankrupt sod transact
came before Judge Cross and they reWANTED--Posit.on as office girl. near McMinnville, Tenn., at $25 per
field, were in the city yesterday,
-Belvedere oeer le a home inn- beet other business as may come
acre, gravel road all around place,
quired' litt:e tithe to clear up.
Bing okl phone 2,4511.
Mrs. John Harkins has returned MAYOR WOirdi OUT CANE
duct. Remember that.
properly 'before said meeting. This
lake fed by never failing brook,srnall
William Gregory, white, was fined
home after a visit to her father, B.
ON BACK OF TROOPER.
RENT-Furni
FOR
shed
unfuror
, -Get your meals at WM teihead's is in lieu of former notice.
residence, barns, etc., ready access to
$1 and emits for being drunk.
F. Cloyes, of Mayfield.
nished rooms. Apply The Inn, 317
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
EMSEETT W. BAGUIO',
City. Call telephone 127. H. C. HolBailey Puckett, white, for carryElpaso, Tex., Feb. 23.-Drunken
Mr. James Foster spent Friday
7th.
N.
days. Nice, polite service guana.nReferee in Bankruptcy.
lins, Real Estate and Rentals, Truewith friends in Mayfield.
negro soldiers threatened to shoot up ing concealed a deadly weapon, was
WANTED-Girls to room
teed.
and
Paducab, Ky., Feb. 21, 190,7.
Judge Henry Burnett, of Louis- the town last night.
Mayor Davis fined $25 and given ten days in jail board, 212 South Fourth. Old phone heart Bldg.
Use Soot Destroyer.
Tom Trimble, colored, an employe
ville, is in the city
today on busi- ordered the arrest of the disturbing
FOR SALE-North Slue, close to
2122.
NOTICE TO INVESTORS.
-City subscribers to the' Daily
nesgroes. When a sergeant attempt- of the New Richmond Horiee, was arness.
market house, excellent location for
South
If
LOST-on
Third
street
you
rested
are 40 the market for real . The Rev. W. E. Cave is 111
Or
for failure to support his child.
Sun who wish the delivery-0f their
oi ed to interfere the mayor wore out his
boarding house,eight room residence,
papers stopped must notify, our col- estate, watch our offers from time to grip
walking cane on him. This setled His case was continued to February on South Third street car, one cross frame, upper and lower porches,back
and ohain, G. I. V. on cross. Return
25,
lectors or make their requests di- time in the Want Columns. We have
The Rev. W. T. Bolling has re- the disturbance.
porch, two halls, porcelain bath, sewJudge Cross issued earrants this to Sun offices
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention a list of choice property and close at. turned from Memphis.
erage, newly painted, city and cismorning (hr Frank Lee
will be pail to each orders when tention to our advertised holdinga
and
71/MCC() FAIR.
Joe
FOR SALE-Five fresh mulch cows tern ilrater, stables, etc, lot 50x173.
Miss Nannie Cullom, of CerraKratsinger, white men who engaged Old phones 867 and 789. S. B. Caldgiven to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. will be worth your while. if you do vine, Is the guest of Miss litayme
Maysville, Ky., Feb. 23.-An$3000. Terms. H. C.á Hollins, Truein a fight in front of the Tennessee well.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah not nee what you want in our adver- 13aynham, librarian of the public
nual tobacco fair opened today
heart Bldg., Telephone 127.
tised list, inquire at the office or call brary.
house on Kentucky avenue near Secbeer.
with an immense display of 'tamSEND your clothes to the FaultFOR SALE-South Side residence
ond street this morning. One flourpies of tobacco, '0 heat, corn anti
your orders for wedding Telephone 127. H. C. Hollins, Real
Miss Cuthbert Roach, of Gracey,
leas Pressing club, 302 1,e Broadway.
of five rooms eleven blocks from
ished a knife. Detective Baker arInvitations at home. The Sun shows Estate, Trueheart Bldg.
potatoes. Several addreinies were
who has been visiting Miss Sarah
High & Browder, proprietors. Bota
Broadway, large shade trees, improvrested the men and their case will
as great an assortment as you find
made by prominent men and
Weeks, is now the guest of Mrs. V.
phones 1507.
ed streets, having necessary
nutbe
heard Monday morning.
anywhere at priees much lower than
awards will be made for the
NOTICE.
A. Salley at Benton.
LOTS on Salem avenue and vicini- buildtegs, tmw and very desirable
t
you pay elsewhere.
samples.
-Owners of property east of 13th • Miss Eva- Nicholson, of Billow, is
ly. liventnienCprIcee. H. C. keilinit. Price $150n with terms. Inquire
at
FOR SALE OR RENT.
Use Soot Destroyer.
otreet, south of Clay and north of visiting her mother, Mrs. N. G.N.:
Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart once. Telephone 127. H. C.
Hollins,
South Fifth street residence of IS
STEAMER WRECKED AND
-You know your calling cards Atlanta, having houses of four or five olson of North Sixth street
s'dg. Tel. 127.
Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart
130 CHIN AMEN DROWNED. rooms and two large hails, eonveniare correct when they come from The rooms may find a ready purchaser for
Mrs. Annie Reno of Cairo has
FOR REF-Two
brick-store Bldg.
London, Feb. D3.- In a dispatch ent to N., ('. and St. I. depot, water
Sun. Scrip', cards and plate $1.50 • such property by telephoning number gone home after visiting her sister,
WANTED-You to call, write ot
from Hong Kong the correspondent on both floors, double front porch. houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
hundred, the Old English $3.
127. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg.
Mrs. Byers Robertson.
brick
business
Melee, phone for Catalogue of Draughoree
of the Daily Mail says the West river Priee fe000, or rent $20 per month. two-story
- Fresh Flower Seed and vegeta
('. Hollins, Real Estate, Trueheart Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- Practical Business College. 314 1-2
steamer Hong Hing struck a rock
ble seed that will give fine results at
ing company.
and went down, and that 130 China- Building, Telephone 127.
Broadway, Paducah. A. M. Rouse
ygunson's, 529 Broadway.
,.
WANTED-A collector_
men
were
drowned.
Must be Manager. Old phone 1756. It wfl
Use Soot Destroyer.
well recommended and have a goon convince you that Draughon gives
-Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
the
team and buggy. Position will pay best course of instruction. That
Emery Infant.
appointed
by the Smith-Premier
one hundred dollars a month
The nine-months-old son of GorTypewriter company to succeed Mr.
and Draughon secures positions or
reW. L. Heivey in this district, Mr.
expenses. Address T. D. Claughton, funds money. Night and
don Emery. of 2'56 Jarrett street,
day sea
• 0 McFarland will mantain his headdied this morning of pneumonia. The
Paducah, Ky.
along.
quarters at 425 Broadway in Padufuneral services will take Place toFOR SALE-Or rent: South 5th
FOR SALE-West End residence
cah, Ky.
morrow morning at 11 o'clock. The
street residence, IS rooms, water on of five rooms, on
lot fronting 100
-For tickets to Jackson, Memburial will be at Oakland, KY.
hotel floors. $2000 with terms, or feet
with depth -of 165 feet to Clef,
phis, Nashville, Chattanooga. Atlanrent $20 per month. H. C. Hollins, having
four cabinet mantles, private
ta, call at New City Ticket office, N..
Harry Tandy's Condition.
Real Estate and Rentals, Truebeart sewerage,
hot and cold water, porceC. and St. L. By., 430 Broadway, opFrankfort, Ky., Feb. 23.- Harry,
Bldg. Tel. 127.
lain bath, two large porches, finished
posite Palmer house. D. J. Mullaney,
0. Tandy is confined to his room at ,
FOR SALE-North 12th St. gun- ig hard wood. We are offering both
City Passenger Agent.
the Capital hotel here. ill, He has
barrel houses, three rooms, $600 hduse and lot at a price lower than
been unable to attend to his dutleeach. Rents $8.00 per month, Tele- the cost of the home, alone. Anyone
TWO MORE RESCUED.
at the department of public instra
phone 127. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate seeking either a home or an investHook of Holland, Feb. 23.
don for several weeks, tint the las,
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
ment will find it worth while to in..
Three survivors of the wrecked
day or two has shown an Improve
FOR SALE-Small truck farm of vestigate this at once. $3,51.00. Terms,
steamer Berlin, left on wreck
condition, and his friends here exabout two acres. Fair Improvements. H. C. Hee'ins, Real Estate arti Renwhen the others were taken off
pert him to be about again soon.
Four miles from
Brookport, Ill. tals, Trueheart Bldg. Tel. 127.
yeaterday were saved today.
Good
location
for
a
doctor. Address
This brings the total number of
FOR SALE.
May Have Bern Poisoned.
Box 104, R. F. D. No. 1, Metropolre,
oarvivors to 15. Thome rescued
We have some choice business pro.
Fulton..
Ky., Feb. 23.-A special
were two women and a girl. The
petty, at low prices, that we are offrom Hickman says: "The family of
mutTerIng on the wreckage was
WANTED-I
wo
young
men to
fering for quick sales. If you are
intense atui they are in a crititravel and represent a well estab- Will Davis, who lives just below
looking for high class Inveritments
here was suddenly struck with some
lished Chicago
cal condition.
house. Experience
come to see us at once and let us
fatal disease. Tuesday, toeing two
Monday
Every
not
a
for
time
we
-necessary. Must come well recshow you the property. Centrally lo.
--,Iowa-one feels happy today he..
ommended. Address J. E. Morgan, daughters, Anna and Rebecca, age*
have decided to sell regular
rated. H. C. Hollins. nerd Estate.
15 and 14. Hie son is not expected
cause he answered ii want ad. which
Paducah, Ky., Gen. Del
Trueheart Bldg, Telephone 127.
be Shop Caps, merely as an
to live through the day. Physicians
you overlooked.
FOR
RENT-Two
story Ave room have gone
•
advertisement, for, each .2C
to make an examination.
-AR
MIBEIENE.
residence on
Jefferson street on Up
BUSTER Tilt01KN
to this tImethe family have been
CUT FLOWEItli.
street oar line, half block from Foust
Will he back in the Comic Section of
in excellent health."
Choice Carnations,'per doz.
50e
tam n avenue. Apply W. D. Greer ot
the Sunday Republic, Feb. 2-4. and
Moses, best grade per dos.
31.1)1
Everybody reads the ADLETS
C. E. Jennings.
every Sunday thereafter. For aisle by
•
Full reports of the Thaw trial will
Roman Hyacinthe, white, per dos, Mk
In thie - lively paper printed:
newsdealer% and
newsboys in n11
rolt-titifj-Liliburban home of appear in the Sunday Chicago trnei- I.
Walter WANTS some liver pedlite.
A Choice tot of Azaleas in any
parts
of the city.
five rooms with large grounds, quick calm. Post-Ilispatilt and,
Sam WANTS shoes-for he bps sprinted.
Sunday 11.4
.
.
color, just beginning to bloom.
ThlAge FOR
E are is demand
Recess to city, excellent for poultry Pith!
Poe- sale by Newsboys
and
Free deblvery to any part of the
Everywhere throughout th• land.
Mrs. Mollie Grace', of Oakland.
and gardens, two wells sad all nee Ainirritlealerii in all parts of
If you WANT to sell at profit
the city.
city.
Cal., was returned home yesterda,
somary improvetnente $1500 cash. H.
Satter take advantage of it.
SCHWA US t4 KO.,
lestatilseee leek
after visiting her stater, Mrs. Wit
C. Hotline, Trueheart Bldg.. Real
Mr John Settle has returned from
- Both pbenes 111S.
Hata Marble.
0110•11.111.
=.ds itetate and Rentals. Tel. 137.
iDawsol.

guck, 9hillip4 ti Vo.

ladies Jailor Suits, $15.00
Values, chis Week yor
$4.90

4U

Forks that were $2.50

Now $1

Table Spoons $2 to $3

Novvg$1

Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

Now 75c

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must B Quick

660.0. HART & SONS CO

•

What More Do You Want?

..
tie AA

-

_

SHOP
CAPS
Every Monday

2c

I

One Cap to a
Customer.

•

PACO! flit.

THE PADUCA.11 EVENING Sit14-..

1
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FOUR CORNERED

REPUBLICANS WIN

FRIDAY. FEIHWARY 22.

A SQUARE DEAL

BILLION DOLLARS

Is assured you when you buy one of Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines—
for all the ingredients entering. into them are printed on the bottlelinked together.
wrappers and their formula are attested under oath as being complete WILL NOT LET FEDEitAL GOVERNMENT OUT THIS TIME.
and correct. You know just what you are paying for and that the
ingredients are gathered from Nature's laboratory, being selected from
The girl who takes Scott's Emulthe
most valuable native, medicinal roots found growing in our Ameritivatemalis arid Salvador Will Be- Comte .tgreenieut Bet %A een Demosion has plenty of rich, red blood; she is
can forests. While potent to cure they are perfectly harmless even
Producers a Long
come Involved in Present War
crats
sad Negroee Invalidates
to their:min Taeney
plump, acti ie and energetic.
Figures
That • Are
of
Array
the most delicate women and children.
Before It Ends.
Vote Last Fall,
Startling.
Not a drop of alcohol enters into their composition.
A much better
The reason is that at a period when a girl's
agent is used both for extracting and preserving the medicinal principle
s
used in them, viz.—pure triple-refined glycerine of proper
City of Mexico, Feb. 23.—"War
digestion is weak, Scott's Emulsion
Frankfort, K)
Feb. 23.—The
strength.
Washington, D. C., Feb. - 23.
is an actual condition
'his agent possesses intrinsic medicinal properties of its own,
In Central court of appoills, by Judge Barker, the
provides her with powerful nourishment in
being a Chairman Tawney of 'the house apAmerica," said Under Secretary of whole court sitting, Judge Nunn dis- most valuable anti-septic and
anti-ferment, nutritive and soothing propriations committee created coneasily digested form.
State Algera last night.
senting, reversed the Caldwell circuit demulcent.
when dursternation on the floor
"We have
recelveo
a message court and John G. Orr, etc., vs. J. U.
Glycerine plays an important part in Dr. Pierce's
sundry
discussio
the'
of
n
ing
the
Golden Medfrom the Mexican consul general at Kevil, etc.
civil bill, he esserted that the presical Discovery in the cure of indigestion, dyspepsia and weak stomach
It is a food that builds and keeps up a
,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, which says:
Appellants were the Jlepublioan
ent congress has exceeded the apattended by sour risings, "heartburn," foul breath, coated -tongue,
girl's strength.
poor
'Minister of Foreign Affairs Culler. candidates for councilmen in Princepropriations of any congress in hisappetite,
gnawing
feeling in stomach, biliousness and kindred derangpdeclared against Nicaragua. Presi- ton at the NiNivember election, 1905,
tory. Mr. Tawney began the generar
dent Bonilla is now at the head of and the appellees the Democratic can- inents of the stomach, liver and bowels.
debate by a statement of. the provithe Honduran troops and marching didates.'
Besides curing all the above distressing ailments, the "Golden
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50c. AND $1.00.
Med- sions of the budget, which carries
to the frontier to meet the forces of
The Democrats on the face of the ical Discovery" is a specific for all diseases of the mucous membra
nes, 1104,000,000 in round numbers. He
President Zee!ayae '.
returns received a majority of 34 as catarrh, whether of the nasal passages
or of the stomach, bowels or 'hen said that a rough estimate of
Salvador to Take a Hand.
votes, carreing all the precincts ex- pelvic
the appropriations already made atd
organs. Even in its ulcerative stages it Will yield to this
soverIn
response
to questions as to the cept No, 2. In this precinct it was
Hiram Higgins' Gait.
death."
to be made, showed that this last
eign remedy if its use be persevered in. In Chroniciptarrli
of the
At a rectea gathering in Baltimore 6 "The folks around Mount Monad- attitude of Salvador in the struggle. sleeed that 13 votes had been voted
session of the Fifty-ninth congress
Nasal
passages
,
it
is
well,
while
taking the "Golden Medical Discovery"
Secretary A:gera said he has receiv- with a double stamp and that In cartwo men from different sections of bock have a saying that beats
would mount up to ;1,005,244,468.
yours.'
the country were discussing the caps- remarked a Vermont man. "Of one ed information that
this republic, rying out a corrupt agreement ce- for the necessary constitutional treatment, to cleanse the passages freely the largest by many_.pIllions of an°
wood become involved as an ally of gross of a so-culled 'independent two or three times a day with Dr. Sages Catarrh Remedy.
bilities of "nervous, restless Amen- man up there it used
Nis. iie said that
to be observed
This cession of the coneHonduras he admitted that the'de-1I club
cans," for being most slow and de- that if you were to give
.
" had voted the Democretie for thorough course of treatment generally cures even
Hiram
in the worst cases. if the revenues In the next year del,
liberate. The Marylander
received
telegrams pay.
In coughs and hoarseness caused by bronchial,
claimed Higgins forty yards start, stock stils partment had
throat and lung not increase over those of the prescorroborating this.
There were twenty-six votes, three
the palm for slowness for the inhab- would catch him."—Harper's
treasury of the United
affections, except consumption in its advanced stages,
Week
the "Golden ent year the
A high state official said:
of which were opened and found to
Rants of the eastern shore ot hlo ly.
States was facing a deficit of $100,Medical Discovery" is a most efficient remedy, especiall
y in those obsti,
be Republican votes which the clerk
Most Seekers of All.
state.
00e,000 -at the close of the fiscal
"You may state that this' upheav- failed to "sign. This court holds suite, hang-on-coughs caused by irritation and congestion of the bron"It is a saying herealeees,•" said
year 1908.
—Rave you failed to make money
al. will perhaps be the most formid- these votes should have been counted. chial mucous membranes. The "Discovery" is not so good for acute
he, "that if oysters ,bad town created In renting furnished rooms
or keepThe
court nays on the vital point in cough* arising from sudden colds, nor must it be expected
able that has ever occurred in Cenwith legs, the people of the eastern ing hoarders? Very ,likely
to cure conyou have
tral America. At first It will be Hon- the question: "Upon this showing it sumption in its advanced stages,no
shore would all have starved to ____ee e•ss you are a good advertise
medicine will do that—but for all
r.
clear
ifs
that appellees al'e not entit- the obstinate hang-on
duras and Salvador against Nicara, or chronic coughs, which, if neglected, or badly
gua, but from Information we have led to a judgment, declaring them
treated, lead up to consumption, it is the best medicine
that can be taken.
obtained we know Guatemala will be l elected to the °Meese" This court
If the sweet taste of the "Discovery," caused by the
the ally .of Nicaragua. Whether the reversed the judgment of the lower
glycerine, is
aid of President Cabera's country court and directs It to declare the disliked, a few drops of lemon juice, orange or lime juice, added to each
dose will make it agreeable and pleasant and will not in the
will ne open or secret, we do not yet election void arid offices; vacant.
slightest
know.
interfere with its benefical effects.
It's an insult to your Intelligence for a dealer to
World's happenings, State, National and Foreig
endeavor to
n,
palm
off upon you some nostrum of unknown composition in
Ilstkiax the Beet of It.
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers deplace of Dr.
Pierce's world-famed medicines which are OF KNOWN COMPOSI
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
TION. Gold Shell Crowns
$3.50
Most dealers recommend Dr. Pierce's medicines because
The Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
they know
$1.00
Fillings
up
Gold
The Commercial-Appeal
St. Louis Republic
what they are made of and that the ingredients employed are
among
The Record-Herald
Chicago Examiner
Fillings
Sliver
75c
the
most
valuable
that a medicine for like purposes can be made
The Globe-Democrat
Chicago Tribune
of.
Ger-Irian.
Partial Plates
The Post-Dispatch
0.00
The same is true of leading physicians who do not hesitate
Nashville American
to recomThe News-Scimitar
EVANGELICAL— The Rev, WilT
All work guaranteed.
Cincinnati Enquirer
them,
mend
since
they
know
exactly
what they contain and that their
The Star-Chronicle "I
liam Rourquin, pastor. Morning serChicago Daily News
vices in German. Evening services in ingrediencs are the very best known to medical science fo
i rcure of
Cut this coupon out and bring
English. Subject; "Pure Food for the several diseases for which these medicines are recommen d.
it with you, it is north $1.00.
Character."
With tricky dealers it Is different.
Regicter Office, 523 Broadway
Each person is limited to one
LI:THFeRAN—The Rev. Mr. Bente
Something else that pays them a little greater profit will
be urged
coupon for each job of plate air
will preach In the evening, subject: upon you as "just as good," or even
better. You can hardly afford to
,''Man, the Greatest of God's Crea- accept a substitute of unknown compositi
bridge work only. Until after
on and without any particular
tions." Congregational meeting at record of cures in place of Dr. Pierce's medicine
Apirl 1, '07.
s which are OF KNOWN
p. in
COMPOSITION and have a record of forty years of' clues
behind them.
Youknow what you want and it is the dealer's business to
supply that
want. /mid upon it.
• Presbyterian.
KENTUCKY A V EN U— The Rev.
DENTIST.
J. R. Hoary, pastor. Morning sub- will till the pulpit morning and eve- ety
of
the
Broadway Methodist
Mirth and Broadway
ject: "Answered Prayera." Evening fling.
chureJe will meet Monday afternoon
subject: "Wasn'..ngton—Patriot and
FIRST—The'Rev. Calvin Thomp- at' 3 o'clock at the church.
"I'm dreadfully sorry to learn thnt
son, pastor. Morning subject:
'A
you will he at the foot of your class Christian "
FIRST— The Rev. W. E. Cave, Great Man's 'Vision." Evening subthis spring, Glarlya." •
3fabere Grace.
for
"Oh, it is aU for the beat! My grad- pastor. Owing to Illness Dr. Cave en,
: "The Friendship of Ct.: Lost."
uating dress will hays a train, and so will not be able to preach tomorrow.
no one will step on it when we are Sunday school at 9:30
"I had trouble with my bowels which male my
a. to.
Christian Melees?.
blood Impure. My free
was covered with pitonlee
marching on and off the'stage at cone
whieh no esternal remedy could rtmove
I triad
SERVICE
four Cascanrea aud great wait my joy when
—Sunday, 10:30 a. to,
the
weueement."—Chicago Tribune.
pimetes dleappeared after a-loonsies avesey as..
Subject: "Christ Jesus"; Wednesday
I have , rommended them to all my (needs
Christian.
and
Iiigge.st atria ClIclest•
guile a few have found relief."
C. J. Pasch. Part Ave., New York City. N.Y.
TENTH STREET--Ounday tchool 7:30 p. m. Sunde'Y echool at 9:30 a.
Piles of peoele have Piles. Why
Office Phones 369.
to.
Hall
5271-2"B
Residence Phones 726
readway.
and
communi
Public
on at usual hours.
suffer from piles when you can use
seat For
FIRST—The Rev. Dr. Wells, of rerdially invited.
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
‘Zrimptsell EEuiIdln, Iadiccah, K y.
The Bowels
Salve and get relief. Nothing else so Bowling Green, will fill the pulpit
Episcopal.
good. Beware of imitations. See that morning and evening. Dr. Wells may
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright,
the name is stamped on each box. be called to the .pastorate.
MECHANICSBURG — Sunday rector, Seeondefetteday in Lent. Holy
Sold by Lang Bros.
communion 7:30 a. m. Sunday school
tchool at 2:31U o'clock. •
9:30 a. to. Morning prayer and ser*ff
LAUD ROOSEVELT AND FXPRAKElt
mon 10:45 o'clock. The sermon, by
Modern Plumbing
Methodiast.
Pleasant. Palkitable,
Taste Oood. Defend.
request, will be a repetition of the
Never Sicken, WeakenPotent,
or Gripe. Ne Stc.511e...Vern
You cannot say your home is
Ohio Republican Clubs Commend the
BROAPWAY— The Rev, W. T.
sold In hulk. The
tablet stamped COO.
first sermon preached by the rector
Guaranteed to en,genuine
or yoor mo -y back
modern and comfortable if your
President for "Square Deal."
Bolling, pastor. Morning subject:
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. ONO
In Paducah, on "Jacob at the Ford
bathrocin fixtures are old, and
"The Gospel, Life or Death." Usual
ANNUAL
SALE, TEN MILUON BOXES
Jabbok."
Cincinnati, Feb. '23.— The Twen- evening services.
,
Evening prayer and sermon-loii)
Moe]-en plumbing and bath room equipment
ty-iiecond annual state conventloeif
TRIMOLlia STREET—The Ray, G.
Mother—Now. dear, say your grace
e.ta
ieovre.iii •
jog this service Mr. Tulmakes your hone healthy and comfortable,
Ohio Republik:4n clubs leere jr Jay W. leruks, pastor. Ueual morning p. M. P
ie.
as for usratteurel
arid run along to the nursery
ly
will
give
lieurearrir plumbing fixtures are the most durable
an
ergan
tat
recital
=
direhargse.lollanituatioas,
z: .
le
of an
adopted
resolutions
commending and evedug services,
3Iehel (who has just been refused a
irrttaleose or WOOtall01.11
hour, beginning at 3:39 reclocx.
and sr.lt.ary fixtures mada. We handle this brie
se..uiames.
President Roosevelt fcr "ids strenuof mucous membrane,
THUD STREET--The Rev. Peter
second mitice ',lel—Thank God for a
rnmeole Camiegge..
Psiiikag, sod Dot leldalltTeachers
and ad! our own guarantee to the raiumfacturers.
'
training
class
Monday fairly good dinnerl—Punch.
ous efforts for the square deal."
tENASCINAlfALCO. gent or polo/anon.
Mettle, pastor.
Morning sebject:
rmemouyi,"
evening
t--r.bine skilled. experienced labor with seafold liemesseassis.
at 7:30.
"In these efforts" the resolutions "The Hole Spirit." Evening subject:
L. 5.1,
Sr sent In plass wren,.
snnable prices and prompt service.
Owing to the rector's absence from
by ripest, propel& let
Amone the plunder which burgetsri
say, he was "ably supported by Ohio's 'The Cure for Depravity.''
ei.I te 404,te.
the city, there will be but two Len- carried off recently from a
distinguished son, Wiliam H. Taft."
San Franten services next week. on Tuesday cisco -house were two
Senators Foraker and Dick were
donkeys, or
Blunts,.
afternoon at 4:30 and on Friday ev- burros, as they call them
'()oneeencled for the positionif they
out there._
NORTK l'INDLFTH----The Rex. E. ening at 7:30.
BOTH PHONES 201.
have held in shaping the wise legisla132 South Fourth.
H. CunultighanT Wii preeeti at 7:311.
tion of Republican congresses. SenThe office that reeks the man
o'clock p.
rhumb Notes.
ator Foraker was given tide specie/
nearly so pePk1st4nt as the c.reditorl
SECOND—The Rev, J. G. Graham
The Woman's Home Mission sod- On the
mention •
same mis.ion.
"We recognize that the able and
fearless etatesmanship of our senior
senator. Hon Joseph B Foraker, has
made Ohio foremost among the states
of the- Union.'
Girlhood and

Scott's Emulsion are

WILL BE STRUGGLE BETWEEN NO ELECTION FOR CM et!WAN
cEsTRAL AMHRICAN STATES.
HELD IN PRINCETON.

Keep Posted!

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st..

AT THE CHURCHES

JOHN WILHELM Local Circulator

,••••-

ACCIDENT. INSURANCE

Ur. King Brooks

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

BAD BLOOD

E. D. Hannan

To Save Money

TWO CENT FARE

COOK WITH GAS
To Save More Money
Buy your Gas Stove between now
and March 1. On that date the prices
on stoves will be increased 10 to 15
per cent.

Now is Your Chance
G h e----

Paducah Light

--

4 Power Co.

Is Ntni. a C%Ttainty in the State of
Illinois.
Springfield, Ile Feb. N.—elopes
of the railroads that they w Id be
able to halt 2-cent a mile legislation
in the senate were dashed last night
by the information that the upper
house would pass the bill promptly.
Today's rapld-flre
action
In
teh
house, where a committee hill was
reported out u ft he committee on
railroads and advanced
to second
reading without objection, was accepted as indicating the temper In
this general assembly. This bill will
come up on second tearing next Tuesday, will be seat to third reading said
Passed on Wednesday,
when
the
i scene of action will be transferred to
the senate,
Tie long tril:a of the Shah of
PerrileR horses are deed crimson
for eh
Inches at their tlinv--*
Jealoualy;minded PrIvilogo of the Tuber and
,hl. sons.

Are
You
Happy
WRITE US FREELY

•and frankly, In strictest conederee, telling all your
tesieke, rind stating your age. we wifl send you
FIZZ ADVICZ,In plain sealed envelope, and a valuable 6411111. book en "How Ties talent for Women "
Addams': Ladies' Advisory Department, the
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
0 et

•

The Dark Side

of a woman's life is seldom seen by
anyone but herself. What
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy
and the blues, the poor,
miserable sufferers from female disease have
to endure, one month
after aiother! What wonder so many
thousands of women cannot
truthfully say that they'are happy! Are
you? Happiness cannot be
called complete without health, and health
is best obtained by

woir CARD

Woman's
Relief

which has made many thousands
happy In restored health and strength.
"The doctars
said I had nervous prostration, but
gave iris ni relief," writes Lizzie
Matthews. of Mt.
Vernon, Ga. "I was sick for nine
years. I could hardly eat and could
not sleep. My
back and hips ached, I was very irregular
and would have to stay in bed
two or three
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardul,
and now I can say that my health
Is
better than
for the past nine years." Cardui
relieve:: pain, regulates fitful
functions, strengthens
your weakest organs, makes you well.
and, HAPPY. Try It.

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

4,
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•

Pure
Drugs

,I,

—
...THE ..........._

PATRIOTISM IS
OUR CHIEF DUTY

there should be peace and harmony

and have arrayed ageing each (Aker 1

ata

to

HENRY MARREN, JR.

interests elect should dwell together in hearty co-operation, if
ICEJIOVED TO THIRD AND
we '
find that the old standards of sturdy
KENTUCKY.
uneonipromiaing
''Colors), is nothing bid a rhessina- Book
Ainerican honesty
Beedi„g, Bank W'irk, Legal
have become so corroded and weak- tism of the mucus membranes; it is
library
Work a specialty.
ened by a sordid atmosphere that ptred by the seine drugs which cure_ ,;and
Grove
r Cleveland Warns
our people are hardly startled by 1 rheumatism elsewhere," writes AlexIf you need Drugs, anything
crimes in high places and shameful ai.der Haig, A. M., M. D. Oxon.
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
Tendency of Times
Author of ”The Circle," Etc.
betrayals of trust everywhere; if we, That is, according to the above
tilled promptly and correctly, or
The on
find a sadly prevalent disposition, world-famous authority on the causes
anything in the Patent or ProMETROPOLIS, ILL.
among us to turn from the highway' of disease, catarrh, like rheumatism,
Ccopyrtent. 3504. by Harper te Brothers
prietary Medicine Line, tele1). .4. Bailey, Prop.
Land We Live in Is All Right; But
thatl
of honorable industry
due to uric. acid and is cured only Newest and beet
phone S. H. Winstead, the Druginto shorter
hotel in the city.
What of Land That Lives
eganrege
cross roads leading to irresponsible ny. the medicine which removes the Rates $2.00.
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
Two laree sample
In I's.
Inc
acid.
and worthless ease: if we find
and Broadway. Here are a few
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lighte
Uric acid is a waste product of
widespread wasefu:ness and extras.things which he does well:
ly centrally located Hotel in
(Continued from Yeatairday.)
body and which your blood the city,
agance have discredited the wholethe sudden eight of Chileote had lifted
rarnes to the kidneys to be expelled.
He tries to merit your trade.
him to the skies: sinee then surprise SPEAKS
AT * UNION
CHAPTER XVII.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO.
LEAGUE some frugality which was once the
pride of Americanism, we should re- This, however, your blood cannot
had assailed him in its strongest form;
HE
formalit
necessa
ry
ies
deof
LI(71TED,
He handles only the beet
always
properl
y do.
If the mucus
call Washington's admonition that
parture were .speedily got he had known the full meaning of the
goods.'
membrane is chilled, the uric acid
through. The passiug of the word -risk," stud from every continhasmony. industry, and frugalit
14T. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
y ere forms tiny crystails
Chiaago, Feb. 23.—Fernier Prell- "essenti
, resembling grains
corridors, the gaining of the gency be had conic out conqueror. He
al
pillars
of
public
felicity
," Ot
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
He gives prompt attention to
bent
over
dent
the
(emir
as
Clevela
he
pulled
fine
carriage, seemed to Loder to be marit tot-nd was the guest of and forthw
sand. Millions of these tittle
eh
endeavor to change
telephone orders.
velously simple proceedings. Then, as WWII to hide the expression in his honor last night at the banquet
grains
lodge
in
.the
delicate
mucus
Of our course,
He delivers goods promptly.
he sat by Eve's side and again felt the eyes,
• the Union League club, sharing poet
membranes and constantly irritate ,
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
Political Patties Are Human.
down," he saltegetuly,
forward movement of the horses, he
them, causing em
prandia
te
l
icou
honors
ar
se
di
a
sc
h
l
with
arg
h
ites
el:
Richard
WatHe makes a specialty of his
Eve moved toward him, She moved
Political parties are exceedingly
had leisure for the first time to wonjust as a grain of sand in your eye
son Gilder of' New Yore and Howare
Prescription Department.
human; and they easier fall before
der whether the time that had passed slowly, as if half afraid. Many emowould cause tears. .
since last he occupied that position had tions stirred her—distrust, uncertainty L. Smith, dean of the Ureversity oh temptation than individuals,
by SG
Local applications, douches, garHe employs none but licensed
Wiscons
and
a
curious
in
law
half
dominan
school.
actually beeu lived through.
t, half supmuch as partisan success is the law gies,
spray% _
prescription clerks.
"I have always understood."
Only that night he had unconscious- pre.seel questioulitg that It was dimcult
said of their fife and because their re- useless
in catarrh, because they canly compared one incident in his life to to define. leeler remembered her Cleveland, "That an
after dinner ispoesibility is impersonal. It
He treats you EA he would
is eas- not reach the actual seats of the uric
a aketije in which the lights and shad- shrinking coldness, her reluctant toter- speech must be in a kind
•
4.:
,
of
merry
recalled that political organize- acid deposits.
have you treat him.
e-Wit bare been obliterated and lost. unce on the night of his first coining, and
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee
complimentary mood. Now I amitions have
River
been quite willing
Now that picture rose before him. anti his individuality, his certainty of
to
LIFEPLAN1 is just such a medan
essentially sober
Every Wednesday at 4
He extends every courtesy to
soniber mu utilize gusts of popular prejudi
startlingly and incredibly intact. He Power, kindled afresh. Never had he
nt.
icine
as
is
ce
above
spoken
of by Dr. A. W. `WRIGHT;
each customer.
saw the 'aisle houses of tiantasalare. been so vehemently himself; never had and I do not think I am altogetherland resentment; and I believe
Master
they Haig, as being the cure for -rheumaEUGENE ROBINSON,
lackgrounded by the sunlit hilla—saw Claileete seemed so complete a shadow. to blame for this. Ithink the voters have been
Clerk
known as -a matter of tism, catarrh, and all other disease
He appreciates your trade.
s
As Eve seated herself he movie' for- of the United States are
theta as plainly as when he himself
This company is not ereeponalleletruly intple ;ehrewd matlagement to encourage due to uric acid.
LIFE PL'ANT tor
had sketched them on his memory. ward anti leaned over the back of his cated as accessories
invoice charges unless collected
before the fact,'voters to hope for some measure
So don't forget, when you
of dissolves and removes every trace of
Every detail of the scene remained the chair. The impulse that had filled him because,
by the clerl. o' the boat.
they
put
me
in a position
need anything in the Drug or
from economic abuses, and yet uric acid. If you have Catarrh, take
same, even to the central figure: only In his interview wish Renwick, that
where I contracted solemnity a good
Druggist Sundry Line, to teleto, "stand pat- on the day appointed LIFE PLANT at once.—Grateful
the eye and the band of the artist had had goeded.hen as be drove to tiae redeal
as the boy caught measlea by for
ceptiou,
was
dominate again.
phone 756 and see what prompt
changed.
k-tters from relieved sufferers reach EVA_NSVILLE,
PADUCAH
realization.
AND
"I tried to say something as we drove si,ttin next to it.
At this point Eve broke in upon his
and satisfactoergervice you will
We have fallen upon a time when our offices every day. Read this:
thoughts. Her first words were curi- to the Brunifellie tonight," he began.
Patriotism Our Chief Duty.
CAlite LINE.
get.
After a siege of ten year, of that dread disease,
it behooves every thoughtful citizen
Like many men who possess eloquence
ously coincideutal.
"I would not have you think fler e whose
Catarrh of the head, and failure of all other treat(Incorp
orated)
politica
l
beliefs are based or ;lents,
"Whet did you think of Lillian As- for an impersonal cause, he was moment that
I was induced to try Life Plant. The first
the allusion to the reason and who cares
enough for his 535rle gave relief, and, when I had taken two more,
trupp touight?" she asked. -Wasn't brusque. even blunt, in the stating of years
when I bore solemn and re- manline
Evansville and Paducah
his own case. -May I hark back, and
Packets.
ss and duty to save them ins free from and cured of Catarrh.
her gown perfect Y'
sponeitile public duties is matte
FRED.
go
on
KNAUS, Dennison, Ohio.
in a teen barter. to realize that the orfrom where j broke off?"
Lotter lifted, his bead with an almost
Eve half turned. Her face was still flippant way. On the contrary, when-Iganization of the party
guilty start. Teen he answered straight
Whatever your trouble may be,
of his choice
puttied and questioning. "Of course." ever I recall those years tt is only to
from his thoughts.
needs watching, and that at times It a-rite your symptoms fully to I. J.
PROPRIETOR
"I-1 didn't nJtice it," he said, "hut She sat forward again, claiming her Increase the solemnity of my
mood. Is not amiss critically to observe Its Mixer, M. D., President of the Life
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
her eyes reminded me of a cat's eyes hands.
I would not have all our people
Plant Co., Canton,'0., and get his
Rom- .
n a
c..
—anti she walks like a eat. I never
(Dale, Except Sunday,)
looked
Lie
thoughtfully at the back her, I would not have
BOTH PHONES 736.
personal advice free. Our helpful
them all soThe
land
we
in
seemed to Kee it—until tonight."
seems to be
of her bead, at the slit outline of her ber.
Steamer
s Joe Fowler and John S.
But I would have teem thougnt
- strong and active. But how fares the book—GOOD HEALTH—mailed Hopkins, leave
Eve changed her position. ••Siee was shoulders'', the glitter of the diamonds
Broadway and derenth Street.
Paducah for Evansful,
and
I
free
wouel
on
have
request
them patriotic. land that lives in es?
.
very artistic," she said tentatively. about her neck.
Are we sure
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE
"Doe t you think the gold gown was
LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
"De you remember the day, three In the midst of all their hopefulness, that we are doing all we ought
to
Special exeursion rate now in efA Rubber Sidewalk.
eenutiful with her pale colored hair?'
weeks ago, that we talked together in 1' would have them remember that keep it in
vigor and health? Are we
fect from Fadueah to Evansville and
The story is told on an Iowa man
Loder felt surprised. He was con- this room—the day a great many things more than all this there
Hicks—Miss Flatly sang with
Is ditty keeping et roots well surrounded by
return, 54.-u, Elegant inusic on the
who patented a 'rubber sidewelk., vinced that Eve disliked the other, seemed possible?"
stern duty, always present that
much feeling at the concert last
they
the
fertile
soil
of
loving
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
allegian
ce
This time she did not look round. owe to their
After much lobbying with his frienos and he was not sufficiently veraed In
country, and this dney and are we furnishing
Wick:Eke-Ali?
Hicksae-Yes•
them the in- night.
among the Town Council. he woe women to understand her praise. "I She kept her gaze upon the fire.
•
k patriotism. When we believe
that vigorating moisture of unselfish ft- She spent most of the time feeling
thought"— he begaie Then he wisely
"Do you remember?" be persisted
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
allowed to put ,down several yards of
we
are
merely
contributors to this delay? t
for
stopped. "I didn't see -the gown," he quietly. In his college days men who
the
right
note.—Somerville
It as an experiment. As a noise ab- substituted_
heard that tone of quiet persistence fund of patriotism, and that this
The land we live in is Rafe so long Journal
Leaves Padacah for Cairc and way
sorber it proved most effective, and
Eve looked out of the window. "How Led been wont to lose heart. Eve fund of love, a fund of brotherhood, as
we are dutifully careful of the
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, exthe early demonstrations imented to unappreciative men are!" she said. But heard it now for the first time and, a fund of fairness, and a
fund of Sand that lives in us.
Most _len do not boast of their cept Sunday. Special excursi
on rates
be living down all skepticism in re- her tone was strangely free from cen- without being awnre, answered to it.
American opportunity, then we have'
111 power after they have tried mak- now in effect from Paduca
"Yes, I remember," she said.
h to Cairo
gard to its rapidity that the Invent- sure.
the right Idea of American citizening a New Year's resolution last one and return, with or without
After this there was sileuce tmtii
"On that day you believed in me." ship.
meals
or's fortune was all but made. Then
Grosvenor square was reached. Hav- In kis earneettiess he no 'wager simuyear.
arid room. Geod music and table unthe inventor made a fatal blunder.
"I would like the people of Chiing left the carriage and passed into lated Chileote: he spoke with bet own
surpassed .
To show how solid anti strong it. wee the house. Eve paused
for a moment Weedy reliance, Ile saw Eve stir, cago to love their country, as they
The man who kicks himself goes
For further information apply to
he began jumping up and down on it at the foot of the stairs to give an or- unclasp and clasp her
halide, but be liove their city. No more can be askback on his best friends.
S.
A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
with ais whole weight
The walk der to Crapbam, who was still in at- went steadily on. "On that day you ed of anybody who enjoys the blessGiven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
could not forget that it was still tendance in the hall, and again Loder saw me in a new light. You acknowl- ings of free America
n institutions."
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
rubber and when the ambitious in- had an opportunity of studying her. edged me." He emphasized the slightSpeeches by Gilder and Professor
As
looked
he
a
compari
sharp
Both phone- No. 33.
son
ly
peculiar
rose
word. -But 'Mace that
ventor planked his heele in it he was
!Smith
followed the close .4g:4/Cleveto his mind.
day"—his voice quIckeued—"stuce that
promptly pitched over the fence into
"A fairy princess:" be had heard the day your feelings have changed, your land's address.
a briar patch. The episode proved red haired man say as Liillau A.strupp
Cleveland Speech.
faith in we has fallen away." Ile
such a joke that the budding popu- cattle into view along the Brienfells' watched her closely, but she
Cleveland', speech in part, folmade no
larity of the new idea began to wane, corridor, and the simile had seemed oigu, save to lean still nearer to the low's:
and there are still no rubber side- particularly apt. With her grace, her fire. He eromeci his arms over the
The commemoration of the day on
walks in Iowa—Louisville Courier- delicacy, her subtle attraction, sbe leek of her chair. "You were justi- which American
independence was
tIeeerperetesi
might well be the outcome of imagi- fied," he said suddenly. "I've not
been born, has been
Journal.
allowed to lose much
nation. But with Eve it was different. —myself since that doe" As he
PleMAI, 312.311 Irsaleav, vas Mailfiitt
said of
its significance as a reminder of
00fle5es to 15 state* POSITIQNS
She also was graceful and attractive, the words his coolness forsook him
Chocolate and Vanilla
avid or money RHPUTITI•D
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Willie wailea aad Winniewheez- but it was grace and attraction of a slightly. lie loathed the necessary lie, Providential favor and the Inflexible
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Ice Cream every day in
different order. One was beautiful yet-his egotism clamored
ed, while
Wintry
for vindlea- patriotism of the fathers of the rewinds
whined
rat•lowne
the year. All standard
weirdly. Willie wrigteed while Win- with the beauty of the white Mee tru. "All men have their lapses." he public, and has nearly degenerated
that springs from the hothouse and went on. "There are times—there
are to a revel of senseless noise and
tile wheevel wretchedly. Wisdom withers
brands of Mineral
at the first touch of cold; the itsys ellf1 weeks when I—when my"—
dangerous explosion leaving in its
whispers winter winds work wheez- other with the beauty of the
Water. both imported
wild rose The word "nerves" touched his tongue,
train far more of mishap and accies. Weerefore we write,"Use Kenne- on the cliffs above the sea, that keeps hung
upon it, then died away tue
and domestic.
Fresh
tirc.a-akpflrt, all.
dent, than lessons of good affixesdy's Laxative Cough syrup." Nothing its petals tine and transparent in face spokete
"Do you burn gasoline in your austrawberries and i c e
of salt pray and wet wet. Eve, too,
Rafts
ship
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a Day.
tomobil
pride
else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
e
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EttrAing 01
of
country. The obserVery quietly, almost without a
cream, the first in town,
had her realm, but it was the realtil social, Eve
el don't know." answered the nteireMrs. J. & Lagoa& Pipettes*
had risen and turned to- vance of Thanksgiving Day is kept
of real things. A great Confidencee a ward hint.
at
She 'was standing vere alive through its annual designation boldly° looking man. -"It 'seems to 113e
Even failure may be spoiled bY feeling that here' obe might
that what I am burning is money...
rely eviie straight, her face a little pale, the hand by federal
and
state
authorit
success.
y.
But
all
other faille; were shaken, touched that rested
if
on the arm of her chair It is worth our
while to Inquire
him suddenly. Per a moment he stood trawl-e
ine slightly.
whether Its original meaning; as a
A new broom and a straight flush irresolute, watching her mount the
If everything a woman doe: was
"John." she said quickly, "don't an
stairs with het easy. assured step. flint
make a clean sweep
word! Don't any that Weems day of united praise and gratitude fail)* recognized, a man would Mee
Then a determination (ewe to- him.
_
weird inerveea I don't feel that I can to God for the blessings bestreved his reputation as a successful GenFate favored him tonight; he was in ;wear
It tonight--not just toilette. Can upon us as a people and as IndividTimes-Union.
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luck tonight. He would put his for'
you understand?"
tires, is not smothered
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tune to one more test
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of big feature; and the hard graynesa
Much Ion as a day of commemoratie Lis eyes were softened as when he It veined that without preparation he ing the birth
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than
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With an undefined apprehension, he
as a day of hilarity
was the breath of his life, and his face
waited, looking at her.
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if your observance of this day
sons, but quite suddenly the— the faree
Eve saw the look and again the unwere intended to make more secure
easy expression of surprise (Togged her has grown unbearable. I used not to the
immortal fame of WashIngton,or
think—ntted not eveteto care--but sudOffice Richmond House.
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to the strength and beauty of
have
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0. F. PHILL'PS, Agent
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Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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SOME ARE "ALL TALK" BUT THIS STORE IS NOT
The constantly increasing trade of this store proves that peop
le in one way or another have got hold of FACTS.
chandise, economy and money saving prices are among
the reasons why this business is growing bigger and bett Great stocks, big assortments, reliable and stylish merarriving and being marked and put on sale at prices to
er all the time. Great purchases of Spring Goods
make it to your interest to buy everything here. We are
are
mak
ing the most extensive preparations for a big spring
business and have planned to make this spring a real hist
ory maker in the Big Store's merchandising.

SPRING IaltEtiS GOODS.
The weaves, colors and effects that
will be in demand for spring.
They are here, a splendid variety
of all kinds of spring and summer tab
rics with new ones coming in every
-lay.
Smart Tailor Suitings in serge and
Panama weaves at 49c, 50c, 7,e and
he a yard.
A large collection of stylish black
400ds at'49c, 54c, 59c, 75c, 81e, 98e,
11.35 and $ 1.SO a yard.

LACKS. EMBROIDERIES'AND
....
MUSLIN UND1,91 GARMENTS.
These assortments of- Laces, Embroideries and Muslin Under Garments are very large. You will find
that our prices mean a real saving
on every yard and on every garme
nt
bought. Take our advice a nd buy
freely of• these things now and don't
forget that Sc advised you to
buy•

WOMEN'S NEW SPRING SLITS
AND NEW SPRING SKIRTS.
.
Entirely new

models

in

spring

Suits. To properly appreciate
the real
value and style you must eee theee
Suits.

They are priced to make it to

your interest to buy here,

MANY SMART STYLES LN WOM'
EN'S TAILOR.ED SKIRTS.
•
Attractive models, correct and
nobby styles, that are the perfection
of the best man tailoring, and the
interestingly low prices at which
we
nave marked these new Skirts is
ample proof that we Intend to maintam n the same popular price policy
that has made this the greatest Skirt
department in Paducah.

Harbour's Department Store

STYLISH DAINTY

NEW SHIRT

SHOES FOR EVERY DAY AND

WAISTS.

DRESSY OCCASIONS.

All the brightness and beauty of
spring and summer time will be
found in these new Silk and new
Lawn Waists. The prices are real
bargain "echoes" from the very best
Waist manufacturers in
America.
You will do your purse and person
an injustice if you fail to Inspect
them.

JUST

Midsummer and springtime Isotwear for all the family—good, dependeble makes in the fashionable
shapes and leathers at the usual
price. pavings maintained by this
store great Shoe Department. Many
of the new spring styles in bothAhoee
and low shoes are now here.

North Third Street
OFF BROADWAY

..••••A

A NEEDLESS QUESTION.

Old Circus Man Tells
Stump Water Story

and then he'd let go with both hands buy a bottle myself to carry
with me sum, but we was broke again about
and both feet_ end kick like he was, ka___tha time for_ em9rgenc1es41141;- lot —near— the —Mexican
Mad.— And he kept gettin' worse: — you I advise you
to do likewise.'
border. Down there Bill. worked an"'Bring me some water,' I comThen he turned to me and thank- other racket that
was scandalous. I
manded, 'about a wine glass full, and ed me with
all his heart to rmy noble haven't got time to tell it now,
but
be particular 'bout the amount.' work in saving
'his life and said, you come backR
They- brought me the water and I
"'What's the price of a bottle?"
opened one'of the small vials. I
In the days when railroads
were medicine to the spellbound native
The co-eds of the Univerzity of
'Fifty cents a piece,' I said, 'and
"
s.
counted seven drops carefully into
not such a net-work over the countr
y
Nevada have been forbidden to skate
I've got a grip full of them.'
"Sili left me then and we entered the water
as they now are, and when
and said: 'Get that into
the inland town
"'They're worth ten times the as contrary to good
from
different
morals.
The
directions. him as 'quick as you can.' They
inhabitants had little or no
variety There was one of those country mermale students are expecting a similar
amount,' he says.
poured it down him and I took some
to life than the occasional
circuses chandise stores across
"'He's right; said the hotel clerk, order.
from the ram- of the stump water and rubbe
and sbows that came over
d his
-land, the shackledy house
'I seen him do it.'
called
the hotel. joints with it.
fakir -was in the high tide of
his suc- They- sold everything
"Well. I sold out those vials at
in it and the
The
Ohilean
Government
"The effect of that stump water on
cessful career. Faking goes
hes
on now proprietor was the villag
fifty cents apiece and 13111 and myself placed $165,000 at
e postmaster Bill • was
the disposal of
but in a guise different from
wonder
ful.
He
hadn't
the old as well as the druggi
didn't lose no time getting out of the President, to be
st. I stopped more than swallowed
expended in seregime and along more intene
it before you
caral there to await developments
Kind Bobby: "Dear little hippo, could you
.
could notice a difference. His kick- town. 'We cleaned up a pretty good curing immigrants for that republic.
and subtler lines. The
set a bun?"
personalitiee
"D'rectlY I heard the most out- ing
and groaning began to get eaaier
of several stars of the sawdu
st ring landish yelping from
the direction of until finally he Just give
and the..side show .etanct
up and fell
forth from the betel and pretty soon a fellow
over as limp as a rag. I kept rubthat -period in the country's
history, came running out folowed
•Thl
by a scared bing with the stump water
scarcely a deoade past _so rapidl
until Bill
y has woman with yells, 'Wher
e's the doc- opened his eyes and asked
been the country's expansion,
where be
almost tor! There's a man dying
Another Big Factory Shipmeet of 6eitars That 6o at Unheard of Low Prices,
over here!' was.
isolated in their ability. Dan
Rice,
"'Where is he? Let me get
No: 1—Best Guitar shown for the price, only
to
"Well, sir, the rest of the tale's
known to older Paducah citize
$ 1. 15
ns: was him!' I shouted. 'I'm
a doctor and short. Bill soon got
one of them. But of the
2—Guitar, well made, good tone, extra value.......$1.90
No.
up
and
was
as
whole Line I've got the stuff right
here that can well as ever. 'Course,
none was more endowed with
a crewel has
No 3.—Guitar, two piece back, better than No.
a gen- cure him.'
collected and we had. eye-witness of
ius for resourcefulness and
with the
No. 4—Guitar, celluloid edge, two piece back, fine tone, fine
"'Come on,' said the man who
was the power of my- medicine. Every
ability to turn circumstances,
appar- the hotel clerk, 'and I'll
finish, regular $3.50 guitar for.
take you to body was telling everybody else
$2.65
ently adverse, to successful
how
account, him.'
No. 9—Solid oak guitar, ladies' size, very fine ,.tone, guaranBill had been eanasin' on and how
than Bill Lewis.
"When we got into the
room he'd been cared.
teed in every way, worth $5, for_ —
Bill Lewis was born In Oumbe
$3.95
-- where Bill was, I nearly popped, it
So Bill gets up before the crowd
Other numbers from
land City, Tenn., about the
_$4.45 to $15
time A was so sikilculous. But I kept- a
an addresses them. 'Ladies and
the Civil war, and was a
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
blacksmith straight (ice and got to work. Bill
-Gentlemen,' he says. 'As you see
by trade. One day be threw
I
. on — terrible.
down was going'
He was owe my life to this unknown
his tools and walked out of
man who
the shop, groaning and his face was working
happened to be handy when 1 was
saying
he
was
tired of working. From like Old
dyThe Hippo: "Could I
had him. He'd draw ing, It
hat r
At Harbour's Department Store.
may- be that he has some of
that day until his death he
led a up his arms rigidly over his chest his
medicine to sell. I'm going to
career WI a fakir scarcely
paralleled
for its ingenuity in working
Shipp Records Suit.
the pubFrankfort, Ky., Feb. 23.—A copy lic for a living. It was with
B4:I
of the court of appeals' decision in Lewis that the Mountaineer
spent
the Shipp ea se from Taylor county, several years in the show
business.
was forwarded to Delphin M. Delmae traveling .over the country with
a
Clilaqinged From Page Four.)
today by J. H. Hazelrigg, upon re- troupe sometimes, and sometimes
the
IN";
ceipt of a telegram from Thaw's two alone. As the exegencies
which
lic; and adequate protection
for lawyers asking
called forth Bill's greatest games
for the opinion.
and
wage-workers. We base done much
Lawyers remarked when the opin- tricks, occurred whe nthey were travin enforcing the law alike against
eling
ion was handed down this week of
alone, particular attention will
great and small; against crimes of
be paid to their: doings togeth
the similarity In many features
er.
begreed and cunning no lees
than tween
the case and the Thaw case.
Whether it was assumin.g a
against crimes of violence and brusudShipp shot to death James Smith. den religious zeal
tality.
or engaged in the
We have wrought mightily
for the peace of righteousness, both after Shipp's wife had confessed to devil's own business, Bill managed to
among the nations and in social and him her wrongdoing with his Vic- make all conditions and circumstantim.
He pleaded insanity, but was ces turn to his financial
industrial life here at home. Much
advantage.
given
a life sentence In the Taylor Usuelly he was dead 'broke
has been done, and we are girding
.' It was
up court of
appealsshrd ishrdiu hrd:u that condition which was the
OW lotus to do more.
incencircuit court. .This judgment the tive of what may be
named
the
Barren Criticism.
court of appeals overruled, laying "Stump Water" racket
which be
In all these kaptters there have been down a number of important rules of worked on a western town to consid
some men in pOblic life and some evidence for eases of such charac- erable financial advantage to himsel
f
men in private life Whose action has ter which it Is believed Deanas may and his partner, but with educat
ional,
if costly, reeulte to Its citizen
been at every point one of barren crit- find useful in the Thaw case.
s.
icism or tetitless obstruction. These
"Bill and me had been
working
men have had no part or lot in the Progress of 2-4'ent Fare Movement. over the country," began the Moungreat record of achievement and sucILLINOIS—Two cent fare bill in- taineer, "until one time we found
oesakihe record of good work worth- troduced in lower house of legislature ourselves near a town down in
.the
territories dead broke. We only
M14 of these men have and advanced to second reading.
#3"
had
been college giraduates; but all of
SfINNESOTA—Twe cent fare bill a dollar and a half between us. Bill
them have been poor servants of the introduced in house and railroaded was cussing his luck and
wishing
a people. unless where they were
something would turn up for
not through at one sitttng, only one vote
several
days.. There waen't a railro
harmful. All the credit for the god being cast againFt it.
ad near
thus accomplished in the public life
NEBRASKA—Lower house passed there and we was hoofing it through
the country. As we got near
of this decade belongs to those who 2 cent fare bill, 9-0 to O.. It
will So
the
have done affirmative work In such Into effect as soon as the governor town, we passed an old stump
of a
big tree that was filled with
matters as those I have enumerated signs it.
stump
above, and not to those who, with
INDIANA—House passed senate 2 water. Stump water has a greenish
mfire or less futility, have sough
cent fare bill, 87 to 0. It was amend kind of color and's different
from
t to
ordinary rain water.
hamper and obstruct the work that ed to provide for 2% cents cash
Bill stopped
fares
and said: 'John, I've got an
bee thus been done.
when tickets are not bought.
idea that
In short, you college men, be doers
IOWA--Honee 2 cent fare bill re- ought to make us some money.
I
rather than critic's of the deeds that ported to the senate and will be
con- don't know whether it'll work or not
but
others do. Stand stoutly for your sidered next_ week.
we can try.'
idessIsaa.but keep !n mind that they
"'What's up?" I asked.'
can only be realized, even partially,
Gaines-Haly Snit Continued.
"'Don't you bother. YOU t nit.
the
by practical methods of achievement.
Henderson. Ky., Feb. 23.—Owing whole dollar and a half
and go into
Remember always that this republic to the fact
that the defendant, Percy the town and buy as many of
the
of ours Is a very real democracy, and Hata, In the
suit' of Noel Gaines smallest-vials you ern for that much
that you can only win success by against Percy
Hely and the Postal Spend every cent of it for them.'
showing that you have the right Telegr
aph and Cable company, in the
"I didn't like much spending our
stuff In you. The college man, the circuit court
here. filed an amended last cent for
bottles. but I went into
man of intelect and training, should answer when
the cage was called up town and
got the vials- When I got
take the lead in every fight for civic before Judge
J. W. Henson Thurs- back to B111
he took the viale and
and social riggiteounness. lie can day and the
plaintiff was not com- tilled them all
with that stump water.
take that lead only if In a spirit of pel:eel to file
a reply at once,the trial 'Now,' he says.
'I'm going into town
thoroughgoing democracy he takes being postpo
ned until the 30th day and put
up at the hotel. I'm anIng
his place among his fellows, not of nett
MaYto play like I'm terrible sick with
etandleg aloof from them, but mixthe cramp colic and you've got to
ing with them, so that he may know,
If a met'. daeen't land in jell
be- come In and cure me with this stump
may feel, may sympathize with their
fore he becomes a millionaire he is water.'
BR
uiid
Reng
al
hopes, their ambitions,,lheir princireasonably safe
"1 saw through his game then and
ples--and even their prejudices—es
heart
We arranged everything go
as It
an American among Americans, as a
Telephone 127
Miss Gertrude Reed, of
would
Bento
work
n.
Is
smooth. Bill was to get
AMU among meek
visiting Miss Ilia Roush. of Little- terrible sick
with the colic and wou'd
•Ille.
till them to get a doctor.
I'd be
Ignoraece of the law exeltlIPS no
around handy and Nth in end
Ole not even the lawyer.
care
Subscribe for A be ilea
• Ulm. Then we'd WI the rest of the

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS?

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
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PLACE YOUR REAL ESTATE WITH AN

In offering your real estate for sale, have you ever consider
ed the much
greater benefit you get from the real estate agent who take
s a detailed description of
your property and advertises it prominently and persiste
ntly until sold?

Compare this with the method of the old-school agent who carefull
y fills out
a card, files it away and then sits down to wait for some straggli
ng prospect to come
in and ask for it.

The HOLLINS AGENCY does more high-class advertising
of individual
property, giving full and complete description, than all the othe
r real estate agents
of Paducah combined. This is the reason our list is so active—i
t's the reason people come to us when they want to buy.

This advertising costs us money---lots of it. You know this if
you've ever
tried it. But this expense is all taken care of in our commission,
which is not a bit
more than is charged by other agents who effects sales
after long and tedious
waiting.
Better phone HOLLINII
,
Number 127. He will SELL it.

I H. C. HOLLINS 1
True

estate and Rentals

f

